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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable, is written by the
Fed4FIRE (Federation for FIRE) – project consortium under EC co‐financing contract FP7‐ICT‐
318389 and does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. The European
Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Executive Summary
The growing complexity of the Future Internet landscape has driven the need for a large‐scale
Federation of testbeds that support the next generation of research and experimentation. Fed4FIRE is
a cross‐domain Federation of Future Internet testbeds that seeks to meet this demand and lower the
barrier to complex experimentation.
The work discussed in the sustainability task of Fed4FIRE is to determine a plan for sustainability of the
Federation beyond the end of the Fed4FIRE project. This deliverable is the latest in a series of
sustainability analyses, and it brings together all the work and knowledge gained up to the present in
the form of a final sustainability plan. It will be followed by an evaluation deliverable at the project’s
end. The goal of this deliverable is to present the Federation’s stakeholders, related experimentation
pain points, value proposition, future strategy of the Federation beyond the project, its sustainability
model (governance, operations, funding), and final recommendations to the European Commission.
This deliverable builds further upon the work presented in the previous deliverables D2.3, D2.6 and
D2.12 of the sustainability series. It is also closely related with work presented in the Federation Board
Working Group’s D2.14 (submitted concurrently) and this deliverable and D2.14 should be
considered complementary, covering sustainability‐related areas such as the Federation’s
governance model and related policies. Together, D2.10 and D2.14 provide the full picture of the
Fed4FIRE’s sustainability plan, governance structure and operational model, and effort has been
made to minimise cross‐referencing and repetition between the two documents.
This deliverable focuses on the strategy concerning value proposition and future evolution, the
sustainability plan (governance, operational and financial model) and formulating our achievements
and recommendations. This plan also looks at the broader perspective of FIRE and how the Federation
fits within this environment, taking into account its added value, differentiation from the other
initiatives (the service offering), and sustainability model for all stakeholders (thus including the total
cost of ownership for the Federator, as well as the impact for the testbeds and experimenters, and
options to fund all of this from a long‐term perspective).
Strategy and value proposition
We focused on the strategy for the Federation and its value proposition. First we defined what the
project offered towards its different stakeholders. For experimenters this includes access, at a low
barrier of entry, to a wide variety of different testbed facilities; accessibility to robust experimentation
in emerging application and technology segments; support for efficient setup of new experiments; and
its presence as a consolidated one‐stop shop model for resource access, tools, support and
standardised infrastructure. This value translates to a scalable channel for innovation and decreased
time to market for the experimenter’s applications and services. Value to testbeds consists of access
to more experimenter communities (new users/customers), economies of scale, new functionalities,
improved service offerings and increased visibility through collaboration with other federated
facilities.
We compared the benefits of the Federation with other initiatives (e.g. EIT ICT, GENI, OneLab, etc.).
There are already several alignments and common work (e.g. GENI, OneLab), and potential for future
collaborations.
Sustainability model
Our sustainability model includes 3 layers: governance (how the Federator and Federation Board could
be managed), operational (how the Federator should operate) and financial (costs and
revenue/funding).
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The Federation will operate as a one‐stop shop model, meaning that the Federator acts as a broker
between experimenters and testbeds, matching resources to experimenter requirements and
reservation and provisioning of resources, and providing tools and services to support the
experimentation life cycle. A service‐oriented approach, based upon the FitSM standard 1 , is
recommended. The governance model is aligned with the sustainability work through the Federation
Board Working Group and presented in the parallel document, D2.14. The operational model includes
what will be offered, how the stakeholders interact, service management and responsibilities for each
participant.
The financial model includes a cost model analysis where three growth scenarios are considered
(besides the minimal service). We estimate that for sustaining the current Federation with a minimal
set of services, around 4 FTE per year should be sufficient. However, if the Federation wants to grow,
more effort will be required and budget needs to be foreseen for investments, e.g. adding facilities to
the Federation, supporting financially the federation of specific individual facilities and service
improvements and extensions. The funding aspect of the Federation is considered, including its
environment context and the need for sustainability within FIRE. A specific funding scenario has been
worked out and discussed, how the Federator and FIRE testbeds could financially be supported, based
upon the analysis of D2.12, the previous document of this series. A risk assessment was considered
presenting the potential dangers, risk avoidance and contingency strategies to cope with it.
Risks are recognised and initial contingencies are formed, focused on the dependency to public funding
and dynamic nature of experiment demand. A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) is provided, concluding that the Federation is in a strong position to exploit its capabilities into
the future.
Recommendations and next steps
Concrete recommendations are formulated to two major stakeholders: Funding Bodies who are
responsible for funding Future Internet experimentation in Europe, and the Federation itself, which is
the entity that represents the outcome of Fed4FIRE. These recommendations aim to achieve a stable
and sustainable future internet research and experimentation model for all stakeholders involved. The
recommendations are as follows.
Establish a Federator:


The Federation should Initiate a long‐term operational Federation with a “Federator” broker
role (described in this deliverable) to promote and support experimentation throughout
Europe.

Stimulate current FIRE facilities:





1

Funding bodies should allocate an appropriate sustainable (long‐term) funding scheme for an
evolving Federation of testbeds.
Funding bodies should stimulate and support the use of currently available FIRE testbed
facilities. Only invest in new facilities, resources and services when covering gaps in
technologies and competences not present today, or when total innovative solutions are
proposed.
Funding bodies should provide procedures and appropriate funding mechanisms to stimulate
and support EC project use of external testbed resources (outside its project partners).

http://fitsm.itemo.org/
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Funding bodies should provide funding mechanisms for supporting relevant facilities beyond
the lifetimes of the projects that created them.

Standardise:




Funding bodies should require newly developed facilities funded within EC projects to become
federated before the end of the project in which they are created.
The Federation should provide a standard, minimal set of common interfaces and APIs to
enable new facilities to join the Federation easily.
Funding bodies should provide mechanisms and rules for financially and administratively
supporting relevant existing facilities to become federated.

Apply a cost‐based approach:
 The Federation should recommend that experimental resources should have some cost
(financial or otherwise) to the experimenters associated with them, so as to ration resources’
allocation to experimenters and also to enable testbed providers to compete on price.
 The Federation should encourage testbeds to operate as efficiently as possible. At the least,
this should mean that the testbeds understand their cost structures and operate in a
commercially‐focused manner.
Promote service and customer oriented approaches:
 The Federation Provide training and support to testbed facilities for implementing a customer‐
oriented and service management approach, backed with basic governance policies and
operational model.
Monitor FIRE investment and strategy:
 The Federation and Funding Bodies should define a monitoring system to keep track of FIRE
experimentation, facility usage and governance, and gap analysis for future FIRE strategy.
Federation Funding Strategies:
 The Federation should adopt a funding mechanism that does not preclude any source of
funding (commercial, public, EC etc). Indeed, the Federation should actively encourage funding
from a variety of sources.

The major next step comprises the preparation of a proposal to the EC ICT‐13 RIA call for federations,
gaining insight in real experimentation market, and set‐up of interactive discussions with the EC.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AM

Aggregate manager

CapEx

Capital Expenditures

CDN

Content delivery networks

CSA

Coordination and Support Actions

EC

European Commission

EU

European Union

FBWG

Federation Board Working Group (WP2 task parallel to Sustainability)

FIRE

Future Internet Research and Experimentation

FLS

First Level Support

FP7

The Seventh Framework Programme (2007 – 2013)

FTE

Full Time Equivalent

H2020

Horizon 2020

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IP

Internet Protocol

IT

Information Technologies

KPI

Key performance indicator

OC

Open Call

OML

ORBIT measurement library

OpEx

Operational Expenditures

PM

Person month

QoE

Quality of Experience

R&D

Research and Development

RDD

Resource description and discovery (semantic service developed in Fed4FIRE)

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SME

Small and Medium Enterprises

SPoC

Single point of contact

SSH

Secure Shell

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats

TCO

Total cost of ownership
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1 Introduction
With the growing interest in the area of Future Internet and the related demand for ever more complex
experimentation facilities to test and validate new concepts, technologies protocols and software,
there is a strong requirement to set up a sustainable federated infrastructure which groups available
and new facilities within the FIRE community. This federated structure of experimentation facilities
should cover a broad range of technologies, for the following reasons:




to ensure the latest cutting‐edge facilities are available to a large number of both experienced
experimenters as well as new players in the field and to industrial partners, SMEs and research
institutes;
to offer centralized services and minimize operational costs; and
to create a sustainable solution to continually generate value and impact beyond the original
funding.

The objective of the Fed4FIRE project is the creation and operation of such a sustainable federated
infrastructure for experimentation facilities in the area of Future Internet.
This document comprises the final sustainability plan. In it, we explore options on how to sustain such
a Federation of experimentation facilities in order to serve the needs of both experimenters (as users)
and testbeds (as providers). A complex value‐network of different types of stakeholders must be
managed. The big challenge is to define the value for all stakeholders, and to incorporate their interests
in order to make sure they all clearly benefit from this Federation.
Being the final sustainability plan, this document focuses on how to proceed after the Fed4FIRE
project. It comprises of the value proposition and strategy, sustainability model (governance,
operations, financial) and recommendations. This document will be followed up by an evaluation
report at the end of the project, which will describe any adjustments necessary to the plan in this
document, derived from experience in the final sustainability year of Fed4FIRE.

1.1 Background information
In earlier work (Fed4FIRE Deliverable D2.3 (First sustainability plan) [1]) we defined a Federation of
testbed facilities as “a collection of multiple independent testbeds that can be coordinated in different
ways for the creation of rich, multi‐functional environments for testing and experimentation and that
has clear benefits for its main stakeholders ‐ experimenters, and facility providers”. This definition was
supported by a thorough literature review on the current status, and sustainability and exploitation
plans from other Federation projects within and outside FIRE. Current and potential future
stakeholders within the FIRE landscape were identified. Amongst these, we considered the
experimenters and facility providers to be the main stakeholders besides the Federator (the
organization responsible for operating the Federation). Others, such as end‐users, funding bodies and
policy makers, software developers and suppliers of infrastructure and services, and research
initiatives also play an important role and will affect the value network.
Deliverable D2.6 (Second sustainability plan) [2] explored insights in the differing values experimenters
and testbeds see from the Fed4FIRE Federation. Our value proposition towards experimenters
included a choice of testbed resources, combination of different facilities, easy access, accessibility of
state of the art resources, and availability of tools. The facilities themselves mostly value the potential
access to new users, promotion and advertisement of their facilities, and tools and support. We also
presented the different services that our Federation could offer. We made use of the FitSM service IT
methodology in order to describe the service components, estimate an initial cost for Federator and
facilities, and added value towards experimenters and facilities.
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Deliverable D2.12 (Third sustainability plan) [3] validated in more detail the value offered to the
testbeds and experiments based upon detailed information gathered from the Open Call proposals
and Open Call experimenters in the project. Based upon a proposed service offering, a detailed total
cost of ownership (TCO) calculation was presented, where the cost and effort estimation for the
Federator is split up in three parts: cost for supporting the existing set of facilities, additional cost for
adding new testbeds, and the evolution of effort requirements for coping with an uptake of
experiments in the future (economies of scale). As the individual testbeds also have to make changes
to their facilities in order to become compliant, a TCO analysis for them is presented, where we indicate
the effort required for each component to install, upgrade and support. A large section was dedicated
to the long‐term financial sustainability after Fed4FIRE and the FIRE ecosystem. The probability of
covering TCO through monetization of experiments by the industry was deemed very low, as only a
small part of the Federation cost can be supported that way. We analysed the present situation, with
an in‐depth analysis how the different Fed4FIRE research infrastructures are currently funded.
Different financial scenarios were worked out and discussed. A first set of recommendations was
proposed to the European Commission and other European entities.
In parallel, through the Federation Board Working Group (FBWG) in T2.4, work went towards creating
the governance body, mechanisms and policies that can execute Fed4FIRE’s sustainability plan. The
FBWG’s latest output, D2.14, is a deliverable complementary to this document, and is required reading
to capture key aspects of how the sustainable Federation will be governed and operate. The following
document assumes that reader has access to this additional deliverable, and effort is made to limit
repetition.

1.2 Goal and structure of this deliverable
The goal of this deliverable is to present a strategy and sustainability model for Fed4FIRE to continue
after the project lifetime.
A strategy has been proposed in Section 2, where a clear value proposition is defined towards its main
stakeholders, presenting the current experimenter demand and market forecast, showing challenges
and Federator value, and benefits compared to other initiatives. . A sustainability model is presented
in Section 3, which includes 3 layers: governance (how the Federator and Federation Board could be
managed), operations (how the Federator should operate) and financial (what costs occur and how
the Federation could be financed). The first layer, governance, is briefly summarised but presented in
full detail in the complementary FBWG deliverable D2.14. The main competences gained from
Fed4FIRE and recommendations concerning open issues and future directions, SWOT analysis and next
steps are summarized in Section 4.
The following aspects from the report from the review on 29‐30 April 2015 are considered and
discussed in this document.
●
●
●
●

Roadmap for the Fed4FIRE evolution to cope with the on‐going innovation in the area at all levels
(architectures, tools, policies, and types of experiments).
Strategy for the sustainability of FedFIRE at all levels (experiments, operation, maintenance,
lifetime investments, financing—public vs. private or mixed).
Articulate the value of the tools (designed and implemented, or selected or adapted), Federation
technology and best practices developed, and the network of federated testbeds per se.
Better identify the total cost of ownership of Fed4FIRE. Scenarios based on private, regional,
national, and EU research and structural funding should be further carefully analysed. Also,
investments versus operating costs for this Federation of testbeds should be clarified. Various
ways of financing need to be considered and promoted, including continuous financing at the
European Union level.
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2 Federation Stakeholder Demand and Value Proposition
This section presents the Federation value to stakeholders (experimenters and testbeds), including the
particular tools and services offered to them. Further analysis includes a current and forecasted
market overview in various technology domains where experimenter demand is relevant, consolidated
experimenter challenges and Federation value to address them, and benefits compared to other
initiatives. Overall conclusions from this analysis are presented in Section 4 in the form of a SWOT
analysis to summarise Fed4FIRE’s competitive position.

2.1 Value
2.1.1 Value to Experimenters
Access to a wide variety of different testbed facilities
This is a major value to experimenters – experimenters have a wide choice of different testbed facilities
from Fed4FIRE, so are more likely to find experimental facilities that suit their needs. At the time of
writing, Fed4FIRE has integrated 23 experimental facilities. In addition, Fed4FIRE interoperates with
facilities outside Europe, including South Korea and the USA, providing potential for large‐scale &
diverse experiments.
Low or zero‐cost access to testbed facilities
Fed4FIRE is currently in the Open Access phase, which means that experimenters can access the
testbed facilities at no cost to themselves. This is clearly of great benefit to experimenters, whether
they are from academia or industry. SMEs in particular can benefit from this, as they often face
financial challenges, and Fed4FIRE helps them perform testing that they could not access without
significant investment.
Multiple testbed facilities can be used inside one experiment
A single experiment can access multiple testbeds, meaning that complex experiments with differing
testbed requirements can be created and executed easily by the experimenter.
New testbed facilities are being added
Fed4FIRE provides well‐defined and documented procedures to add new testbed facilities, so new
testbeds can become available to experimenters, enabling the portfolio of testbeds to grow and
change as needed by the experimental community.
One place to go to access all the testbeds
Fed4FIRE provides a single point of access (through different tools) where all its testbed resources can
be accessed from one place. This greatly simplifies access for experimenters, because there is only one
place to go to get everything. Thus Fed4FIRE can be thought of as a “Testbed Supermarket”.
Tools to manage complex experiments across multiple testbeds
Fed4FIRE provides tools such as jFED, YourEPM, etc. to build and run experiments that access multiple
testbed facilities, so the experimenter’s task is simplified. In addition, Fed4FIRE has an infrastructure
that is well documented and standardised, meaning that access to each testbed follows the same
pattern. Once the pattern is known, adding testbeds to an experiment is straightforward. Further,
Fed4FIRE provides access for all its testbed facilities using the same access token for an experimenter.
Support for experimenters – FLS, documentation
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Comprehensive documentation is available from the Fed4FIRE website, and first and second line
support is provided in case the experimenter needs help or there are problems.

2.1.2 Value to Testbeds
Access to more experimenters than without the Federation
This is the most important reason for testbed facilities to join Fed4FIRE – it provides many more
potential users than without, and in general, the more users a testbed has, the more useful it is and
therefore the stronger its case for continued funding. This benefit combined with the counterpart
experimenter benefit of a wide choice of testbeds creates a virtuous circle where both experimenters
and testbeds benefit from having greater access to each other, thus giving them more reason to be a
part of Fed4FIRE. A related benefit to testbeds is that they can join forces with other types of testbeds
to provide a more attractive offering to experimenters, and therefore attract more users.
More success stories, better chance of attracting continuation funding
Testbeds are demand‐driven ‐ they rely on success stories from users to attract continued funding.
Fed4FIRE enables a testbed to maximise its potential by providing access to many users and therefore
potential for more success stories than without.
Attract a wider diversity of users from different application domains – providing possibilities to
expand a testbed’s offering
Because of its wide user base, Fed4FIRE offers a testbed the opportunity to connect with users outside
of its user groups. This provides the testbed with the opportunity to grow into new application
domains.
Opportunity to add new enhanced functionality to a testbed from the services provided by Fed4FIRE’s
infrastructure (e.g. SLAs)
Fed4FIRE provides a set of infrastructural services that may be utilised by testbeds to enhance their
offering to experimenters. Some examples include: SLAs that manage expectations of service delivery;
scripted experiment control making running experiments easy for the users; and resource allocation
where Fed4FIRE can manage the resources of testbeds.
Increased visibility through marketing & promotion of testbeds
Fed4FIRE promotes the testbeds it federates – it has a clear vested interest in doing this because
testbeds are the key resource Fed4FIRE offers. Testbeds benefit from this promotion through
increased visibility.
Joining the de facto premier European FIRE Federation
Fed4FIRE is the premier Federation of European testbeds and is a well‐known single point of access for
experimental facilities. Therefore, it is the obvious choice for testbeds who want to reach more users.

2.1.3 Tools and Service‐specific Value
Different tools and specific service assets have been developed and supported during the project,
presenting value to the experimenters and testbeds. An overview can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1: Developed and supported tools and services
Tool or Service
Fed4FIRE Portal

jFed

Description
The Fed4FIRE portal is a central starting point
to access the Fed4FIRE federation and is
providing information to the experimenter in
several forms:
 The testbed directory can be considered
to be a catalogue, providing a high‐level
overview of all federated testbeds and
their capabilities
 Pointers for the experimenters to the
project website and to the First Level
Support systems (e.g. Trouble Ticket
System)
 Registration portal, enabling access to
the involved testbeds
jFed makes it possible to learn the testbed
federation architecture, workflows and APIs,
and to easily develop Java‐based client tools
for testbed federation. The main components
include the jFed Experimenter GUI and
automated tester.

Value for Experimenter
 A consolidated hub for experimenters,
allowing them to search, browse and
reserve resources across federated
testbed, as well as an access point to
experiment control tools.
 A key interface for the Federation’s value
proposition of a facilitated access to
diverse testbeds and value‐added tools.

Value for Testbed
 Provides channel to new users joining
the federation
 Helps optimize resource scheduling with
user groups via federation.





Allows end‐users to provision and
manage experiments, featuring unified
access, ease of use and lifecycle
management.
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Facilitates testbed integration into the
federation and adoption of tools,
including compliance testing.
Key tool to ensure dynamic nature of
federation, e.g. new testbed entries,
deployment and testing of new tools and
services, etc.
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Experiment Process
Management
(YourEPM)

First Level Support
(FLS)

The Federation’s Experiment Process
Manager (yourEPM) allows high level
application service orchestration in the
federation.
The EPM, a business process management
system adapted and extended for Fed4FIRE,
facilitates the coordination of both
automated and manual processes for
experiment planning, execution and analysis.



FLS is a centralized support system at the
federation level. It includes the following
systems:
 Dashboard: visual state of health of the
federation’s testbeds
 Trouble Ticket System: incidents
management and database
 Standard Operational Process:
standardized approaches to general
incidents involving support personnel
with holistic knowledge of federation
 Subject Matter Experts: Specialized
approaches to unique incidents involving
support personnel with specific
knowledge and skills required







yourEPM lowers the barrier of entry and
accelerates experiment setup and
execution. The graphical interface
provides access to an extensible and
growing set of binding services and
processes for quicker experiment rollout
and alleviating semantic‐related hurdles
between experiment and testbed.
Scales to experiment’s extended scope
and use of multiple testbeds, helping to
alleviate the complexity of a
heterogeneous federation.
Quick resolution of issues, shorter down‐
time of experiment
Can extend to experimenters for a one‐
stop support system during the full
lifecycle
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Facilitates interaction between
experiment and testbed services,
strengthening a facilities channel for new
and returning users via the federation,
increasing the facilities’ customer base.
Provides added‐value management
functionality that can scale with new
testbed services, lowering operational
overhead for federation provision, and
further integrating them into federation
services.
Provides universal incident system and
workflow for managing incidents
involving facility’s testbeds, lowering
overhead
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SLA Management and
Reputation

OMF/OML

FitEagle

The SLA Management components provide a
common SLA support layer for the federation
and its connected heterogeneous testbeds.
These systems are customizable and
extensible as existing SLAs will evolve
through the federation’s offering. They will
also allow for new SLAs to be introduced as
new testbeds are added and more
commercial services levels requested.
Supporting features include template
creation, management, monitoring and
reputation system. A reputation system adds
trust and transparency through performance
data.
OMF is a generic framework which allows the
definition and orchestration of experiments
using shared (already provisioned) resources
from different federated testbeds.
First, it provides a domain specific language
based on an event based execution model to
fully describe even complex experiments
(OEDL). OMF also defines a generic resource
model and concise interaction protocol
(FRCP).
FITeagle makes it possible for infrastructure
owners to join a GENI/FIRE federation by
offering according APIs (mainly the GENI AM
v3 API)

Portal provides SLA acceptance and
evaluation for the experimenter, added
reliability and assurance of the
supporting testbed(s) and service
offering to be used for their experiment.
Common SLA management solution and
interfaces provides comparable metrics
and guarantees between federation
facilities.
Reputation system provides
experimenter with validated metrics to
aid their testbed selection, leading to
better trust in federation offerings.





Lowers complexity of experiment
definition and setup.





Users have means to build complex
queries, can precisely define their
requirements and reuse the same
information model for different phases
of the experiment life cycle, lowering
experiment management overhead.
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Testbed dashboard allows facilities to
create their own SLA templates and
monitor current agreements, providing
an added‐value service for their service
offering and user base with higher
guarantee needs.
Provides monitoring and management of
current SLA agreements for the multiple
experiments deployed in their facility,
increasing efficiency and capacity in
service level offering management.
Reputation system rewards testbeds on
performance‐based metrics, providing a
fair playing field between facilities.
Allows third parties to contribute new
resources as well as develop new tools
and mechanisms to control an
experiment,

The framework can be used by testbeds
to easily join multiple federations,
describe their resources and services in a
semantic manner, and to publish this
information using different APIs.
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2.2 Current Experimenter Demand and Market Analysis
This section focuses on the current experimenter demand, an analysis based upon the proposals
submitted during all open calls from the start of the project, in order to get a good look on what is
currently asked for and what is lacking. The market analysis focuses on the size of the different
domains, user types and geographic areas.

2.2.1 Current Experimenter Demand
In order to get a grasp on the current experimenter demand for the Federation, we took a look at all
submitted open call proposals from Fed4FIRE from its start up to now. The detailed analysis can be
found in Appendix A.
We tried to relate them to the testbeds and technologies used, and allocated them to an application
domain. In total over 120 proposals were considered, spread out over 5 calls, of which 3 were
specifically focused towards SMEs. It was clear that some facilities were demanded more than others
due to their scale, competences, experiment focus, domains covered, geographic location, etc.
In order to get a grasp on the demand per testbed, we analysed the number of times a facility was
requested during the calls. Certainly for Call 1 and 2, more than one testbed is/was selected, as this
was one of the core requests. It can be seen that large discrepancies can be detected between the
different facilities, where most demand was for iMinds’ Virtual Wall & w‐iLab.t, PlanetLab,
SmartSantander and BonFIRE. NITOS, Bristol (OFELIA), i2Cat (OFELIA) and Fuseco are also doing well.
We have allocated the different proposals into four technology categories: cloud computing, wireless,
wired and OpenFlow. This categorization follows the structure of the Fed4FIRE testbeds presented on
our website. There was a significant higher number of experiments requests for wireless and wired
networks, followed by cloud and finally OpenFlow. Looking at the application domains, main requests
were for specific network experiments, and application and service testing, followed by smart cities.
Some others domains were not very demanded such as IoT and big data, but this can be explained by
the lack of facilities and services to support these experiments. For example big data is now supported
with the Tengu tool.
Looking at the geographical distribution, most proposals were submitted by Spanish partners. Italy,
Greece and Belgium follow at great distance. This can be explained by the close ties with experimenters
and active search for new experimenters by the different partners within their home countries. The
project also received submissions from partners outside the EU: USA, Brazil & Israel (1 proposal from
each country), but this should be expanded in time.

2.2.2 Market Analysis
In order to be able to define a strategy for the future we first analysed the different potential domains,
target groups and geographic areas to focus on.
First we analysed some of the domains that will be of greatest significance to the FIRE community in
terms of the overall market potential and the expected opportunities that they present for federated
test facilities. This analysis included cloud computing, IoT, big data, media–content delivery networks,
and future 5G‐related experimentation. For each domain we presented a technology assessment;
some description of market size and potential; the likely challenges faced by the sector and what could
be achieved by experimentation; and what services a federated network of facilities could offer.
Next we focused on types of potential users. Experimenters coming from different backgrounds are
likely to have different needs and demands. Five types were considered: academic users, education,
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research projects, SME and industry. Finally, we looked briefly at the geographical focus, with potential
collaboration outside Europe.
The complete exercise can be found in Annex B of this document, summarised in Table 2 below, in
the context of what is currently supported by Fed4FIRE, and identified gaps and challenges that the
future Federation should take into account towards these domains.

Table 2: Market Analysis Summary

Technology domain

Current Support

Gaps /Challenges

Cloud computing

Dedicated facilities exist, there is Work is required on scale, security,
usage and management experience, performance, robustness, ease of
including
several
types
of maintenance.
monitoring and configuration

Internet of Things

Dedicated facilities exist, the project
has the usage, management and
deployment experience, including
real‐life and emulated devices

Big Data

The
project
has
supported Innovative experiments may lack
experiments in the area
tools for data analytics provided by
the federation natively

Smart Cities

The dedicated facilities exist with The challenges are to do with scale
the experience of prototyping of and complexity of the applications.
smart city cervices
Real life experimentation is difficult
and expensive. There are likely to be
opportunities for small players to
develop niche applications

Media ‐ CDN's

The experience
facilities available

5G R&D

The federation of testbeds is Work might be needed in prototyping
conceptually fitting the "network 5G network slices integrating tightly
slicing" of 5G
several testbeds, so that combined
resources appear to experimenters as
belonging to "the same network
slice"

and
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Work is required on providing scaling
and security of IoT infrastructures
and services. Innovative experiments
for smart factory automation can lack
dedicated support. Another gap
might be the lack of IoT
programmability supported by the
federation.

relevant The challenge is in designing the
network to meet current and future
demand, thus test facilities of large
scale might be needed
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2.3 Consolidated Experimentation Challenges and Federation Value
The following tables collect market challenges related to experimentation demand, the Federation
features that meet these challenges, and associated value to both experimenters and testbeds. In the
case of experimenters, user groups are further detailed to represent their differentiation.
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2.3.1 Features and Value towards Experimenter Challenges
Table 3: Consolidated Challenges and Federation Value towards Experimenters
Core Offering
Robust
experimentation in
emerging application
and technology
segments

Experimenter Challenges
 specialized testbeds for
various FI application domains
such as IoT, smart services,
cloud, etc. are difficult to
access for smaller companies
 accessible by larger
organizations (deploy and tear
down), but lack diversity that
federation facilities can
provide

Federation Feature
 easier discovery and
comparison of diverse testbeds
by experimenters
 heterogeneous testbeds and
their environments provide a
larger capacity and
differentiation for
experimentation
 combination of multiple
testbeds for a single, ambitious
experiment
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Value for Experimenter
 more robust application and
services from complex &
diverse experimentation
 more competitive positioning
in a variety of scenarios and
domains, where market
forecast sees growth
 scope of experimentation
that can’t be matched,
whether existing or emerging
technologies or app domains

Impact on User Groups
 industry: differentiation too
complex to replicate in‐house;
maintain competiveness in
expanding FI segments,
whether continued cloud
growth, or emerging domains
like IoT, Big Data, mobility etc.
 SME: differentiation is
otherwise far beyond their
budget; enables them to
better compete in market
 researcher: scale of
experimentation beyond their
current reach; pushes the
SotA across new technological
areas
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Quick setup and
experimentation for
fostering innovation
and increasing time‐
to‐market

 significant learning curve for
accessing multiple testbeds
 smaller organizations in
particular have a smaller
margin for lost productivity
when considering testbed
experiments
 support on per‐testbed basis
overwhelming

 single access point and
interfaces provide a universal
experience to the federation’s
testbeds
 first level support, joint‐wikis,
workshops, tutorials, etc.
present a consolidated support
effort for experimenters

Scalable and
extensible
federation to adapt
to emerging
technologies

 new technology and domains,
such as IoT, Big Data, SDN/NFV
require setup of new
testbeds, substantially
increasing costs for a single
organisation and presenting
barriers to new tech/market
segments



scalable infrastructure that
introduces new testbeds into
the federation, adapting and
evolving capabilities to meet
new requirements and
technologies, e.g. IoT,
NFV/SDN, etc.
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 alleviates the burden of
complexity and fragmentation
of multi‐testbed use that
experimenter could
experience
 lowers the barrier of entry;
otherwise weaker cost/benefit
for large organizations and
simply inaccessible for smaller
organizations
 lowers time‐to‐market of
apps/services at the core of
experimentation
 raises experiment efficiency;
lowers set‐up time
 motivation for further
experimentation: an
evolving, extensible multi‐
testbed environment that
can scale with tomorrow’s FI
requirements and technology
 access to multiple testbeds
supporting new technologies
empowers organisations to
be more flexible and
competitive in a moving
market
 initial learning curve carries
over to returning
experimentation, much more
affordable and efficient than
reinvesting CapEx

 industry: better cost/benefit
ratio for outsourced
experimentation in the
federation; “one‐off”
experimentation possible
 SME: alleviates barrier of
entry and allows needed
productivity
 researcher: more efficient
experimentation and a fast‐
track to reliable research
results

 industry: better option than
reinvesting CapEx towards
extending or deploying new
testbeds
 SME: compete in cutting edge
environments, beyond
conventional means of a
smaller organization
 researcher: new areas for new
research, now scalable
through a familiar, centralized
provider
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2.3.2 Features and Value towards Testbed Challenges
Table 4: Consolidated Challenges and Federation Value towards Testbeds
Core Offering
Access to new
user groups

Current Testbed Challenges
 economic hardship; in some cases a
decrease in national funding
 new user groups challenging to bring on
board
 testbed operators sometimes hindered by
limits in marketing, reach, etc.

Federation Feature
 acts as a parallel “sales channel” for the
participating testbed, facilitating access to
new user groups
 federation allows more fluid access by
users between testbeds, and emphasis on
follow‐up experiments

Evolving with new
technologies





increased competition and evolving
research & industry requirements stress
operator’s ability to evolve testbed



Federation‐level
support




joining such a federation is an investment
of time and resources
interoperability issues





federations tools and services can increase
capacity, functionality and adaptation to
new requirements and users
tool/service provider ecosystem deploys
tools on top of testbed federation

tools and services to facilitate new testbed
adoption into federation
3 scaling levels of federation membership,
tailored to level of testbed compliance
active support from centralized federation
support
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Value for Testbed
 gain new “customers” (experimenters),
increase revenue, economies of scale
 emphasis on follow‐up experimentation
increases “repeat customers”
 federation marketing provides greater
publicity and traction, beyond a single
testbed’s current demographic
 new tools and services increase value of
testbed towards their users; increased
competitive standing
 can decrease OpEx ratios through
optimized infrastructure and increased
usage from federation
 access to innovative tool/service providers
through federation
 decrease barrier of entry for new testbed
 improve cost/benefit ratio of joining
federation
 community‐like structure increases dialog
with fellow testbeds; lessons‐learned
shared, stronger through fellow operators
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2.4 Federation Benefits in Comparison to other Initiatives
Following the strategic recommendation for the entire FIRE initiative defined in [9] the Federation of
testbeds created by Fed4FIRE must be compared using proper metrics with other active Federations
of similar goals. The result of such a comparison will help Fed4FIRE to identify its unique selling points,
hence help to bid for a successful continuation of its financed operation. As identified in sections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2, two perspectives must be taken into account, that of the consumer (experimenter) and
provider (testbed facility). Hence, the proper metrics must be searched for at the intersection of the
two perspectives.
From a consumer perspective a Federation of testbeds is a holistic resource equipped with services
adding value to multiple experiments performed by the following four types of potential users [8] with
corresponding sustainable (constant) needs:
1. Experimental computer scientists. Academics whose general goal is to produce novel
innovations in the field of computer science, typically through the development of new
systems, software, protocols, etc. They validate their hypotheses using experimental
methods rather than the proofs employed by theoretical computer scientists.
Their constant need is to obtain academically valued outcome ‐ a publication in a high‐impact
venue (e.g. conference or journal); a small proportion of these computer scientists will seek
to transfer their innovation to a commercial product or service.
2. Technology innovators. Hobbyist, hacker, social do‐gooder, and innovator are some of the
tags given to people who explore how new technology can be applied.
Their constant need is to address an intellectual challenge or to contribute to community
good (other people can build upon the work c.f. open source initiatives) the work can often
be a springboard for commercial uptake or for wider social impact.
3. Commercial R&D engineers (start‐ups, SMEs, industry). Commercial R&D is typically
expensive with a high risk of no return.
Their constant need is to access low cost, low barrier entry facilities in order for commercial
engineers to quickly assess the viability of an innovation before committing further
resources.
4. Educators. There is a need to educate tomorrow’s technologists in Future Internet
technologies and hence students and educators can leverage the FIRE facilities to perform
training exercises.
Their constant need is to understand both technologies and concepts and to interpret (to
explain) them for the sake of education.
From a provider perspective a Federation broadly defined is a group of roles with a common attribute
that can be termed a federative aspect. Multi‐aspect Federations involve more than one federative
aspect; consequently, a role is then defined through a set of attributes/aspects. Practically, federative
attributes for a Federation of testbeds can be roughly mapped to offered services, resources, and their
lifecycle management processes.
While testbed protection and Federation tools are main Fed4FIRE benefits from the provider (testbed
owner) viewpoint, the ease of use of heterogeneous resources including reservation and connectivity
information are vital for all types of users (experimenters). Hence, the semantically enabled ease of
use of heterogeneous resources is an obvious intersection of the two sets, namely the requirements
of the infrastructure community from the provider perspective is matching the sustainable needs of
all types of users from the consumer perspective. Based on this, it is suggested here to consider as the
key comparison metric: the level of support in meeting the ease of use of heterogeneous resource
requirements by a particular Federation of experimental facilities.
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This metric in Fed4FIRE translates directly into ontology‐based linked open data service for resource
description and discovery (RDD) [11]. The service originated within Task 5.2, was demonstrated
operational not only for experiment life‐cycle management (WP5) but also for measurement and
monitoring purposes (WP6). This work, originated as project‐only one, is now one of the active
collaboration items with NSF GENI. Since October 2015 it is an active community group within the W3C
[12].
Those Federations to compare with Fed4FIRE are given in [9] with the indication of possible nature of
the cooperation. Taking this into account and extending to some other Federations (e.g. of cognitive
radio, underwater sensors) we present in Table 5 some initial results of the comparison.
Table 5 Fed4FIRE vs other Federations

Other Federations

Compared to Fed4FIRE RDD

Fed4FIRE can borrow

EIT ICT testbeds.eu

Limited to (Test process,
automation, etc.) consulting

Mediation between different
testbeds and their Federations

NSF GENI

Aligned, common work

Aligned, common work

PlanetLab EU, OneLab

Aligned, common work

Aligned, common work

CREW project [32]

Common component models

Benchmarking

SUNRISE project [10]

Common domain, standard
interfaces

Yet to be seen

5G‐PPP

Expected to have a slice‐based
nature

Yet to be seen
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3 Sustainability Model
Within the previous deliverable D2.12 [3] we indicated that the current situation within FIRE shows
some challenges concerning the sustainability of individual testbeds, and thus also experimentation.
Therefore we need to consider the bigger picture, not only looking at the sustainability model of the
Federator and Federation Board, but also looking at its stakeholders (facility providers and
experimenters).
The overall goal is to have a stable, federated set of Future Internet experimentation facilities within
Europe. The current situation is not stable, because when a public funded research project ends, the
testbeds created within it often is discarded because there is no more financing for its operation, even
though the testbeds still have potential to be used by experimenters.
From the Federator point of view, we want to set up a scalable broker that is able to accept as many
experimenters and testbeds as possible, thus incorporating all potential stakeholders in the European
FIRE community and beyond.
We will present in the following sections 3 models:




Governance model: how the Federation could be managed
Operational model: how the Federator should operate
Financial model: cost model of the above operations and how it could be financed

3.1 Governance model
D2.14 “Federation Board Release Candidate” [15], delivered in parallel to this report, presents a
proposed blueprint for a future Federation specification. It considers the following aspects:



A proposed Federation governance structure
Proposals for policies in the following subject areas:
o Testbed and Experimenter Commitments & Eligibility Requirements
o Resource Management
o Stakeholder Engagement: Communications and Marketing
o Future Direction for the Federation
o Terms and Conditions for both Experimenters and Testbeds

This work was carried out by the Federation Board Working Group (FBWG), a task (T2.4) within
Fed4FIRE created at project month 26 to specify the structure of a future Federation beyond the end
of the Fed4FIRE project and its associated policies. The FBWG has worked in close cooperation with
this Sustainability task (T2.3) in Fed4FIRE to ensure that the results of both tasks are complementary,
consistent and that there is no overlap. For the detailed policies, please refer to D2.14.

3.2 Operational model
The operational model includes several aspects: what the Federator will offer, how the stakeholders
interact, service management and responsibilities.
A service oriented approach, based upon the FitSM standard [17], has been adopted, and the
Federator will implement a one‐stop shop model, where it acts as a broker between experimenters
and testbeds. This will be explained in the following sections.

3.2.1 Federator Offering
Within this task and previous deliverables, we have evaluated different candidate operational models
and have determined that the Federator will present a one‐stop shop model. The one‐stop shop model
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means that the Federator acts as a broker between experimenters and testbeds, matching resources
to experimenter requirements, supported by a set of tools and services, and once the resources are
set up, the experimenter interacts directly with the Facility providers to access the resources. This is
shown in Figure 1, with indication of the interactions between the different stakeholders. The EC
(reporting) and external service suppliers also play an important role in this model, but are not
presented in the figure.

Figure 1: One Stop Shop model representing the interactions between the different stakeholders

For each of the stakeholders, the benefits of the Federation and the chosen operational model are
described in the following sections.

3.2.1.1 Towards experimenters
Identity management



The Federation offers a single sign‐on procedure. This includes the authentication of the
experimenter across the different testbeds and authorization (quotas) to access resources.
The Federator is responsible for this service component.

Portal


The Federator will provide a portal with basic information about the Federation and its
testbeds, a reference to the documentation and the terms and conditions.

Tools
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The Federator will provide at least one standalone tool which can be used to reserve resources
from all advanced federated testbeds in the Federation. This tool will be updated when new
facilities and types of resources are added to the Federation, or new functionalities become
available.
The Federator will provide a list of interfaces and tools, not managed by the Federation itself,
that are compatible with testbeds within the Federation. Examples are JFed, OMF, LabWiki.

Documentation



The Federator shall maintain a list of references to the documentation of each testbed
(Doc.fed4fire.eu). Each testbed shall provide accurate information about its facility in this
documentation and shall update this when required.
Each testbed will provide a basic tutorial that shows the competences and capabilities of the
facility and its resources. This tutorial will be available for each registered experimenter.

First level support



The Federator shall provide first level support by monitoring the different facilities and present
the results upon a dashboard that is available to all registered experimenters.
Second level, more technical support will be given through a centrally managed forum and
assigned point of contacts with the different facilities.

Advice & broker



The Federator will provide technical advice to experimenters how to set up experiments and
will guide them towards the most appropriate facilities and resources for their proposal.
The Federator will act as a broker between experimenter and testbed, sending resource
requests to the facilities able to meet the demand. The answers will be delivered back to the
experimenters who can select the testbed they prefer.

Reporting


The Federator will report the results of the KPIs to experimenters on regular intervals about
the operations of the Federation.

3.2.1.2 Towards testbeds
Facilitate technical interoperation



The Federator will develop APIs and components to facilitate testbed integration and service
offering. The list of components to be supported and managed in a central manner will be
decided by the Federation Board.
The Federator will provide an Aggregate Manager API for advanced testbeds, which will be
updated based upon new or changed functionalities. The Federator will provide best effort
backward compatibility with previous versions.

Portal and tools


The Federator will adapt the portal and centrally managed tools in order to make them
compliant to the resource and service offering of the different facilities.

Promotion


The facilitator will promote the Federation and its members to a wide audience of potential
experimenters, testbeds and other stakeholders.

Broker
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The Federator will act as broker between experimenters and testbeds, sending resource
requests to the facilities able to meet their demand.

Reporting


The Federator will report on the results of the pre‐defined KPIs to the facilities on regular
intervals about the operations of the Federation.

3.2.1.3 Towards external service developers
Tools & services


The Federator will promote the usage of several external developed tools and services to be
used in experiments conducted via the Federation that could provide an added value in the
experiment cycle.

3.2.1.4 Towards the EC
Reporting


The Federator will report on the results of the pre‐defined KPIs to the EC on regular intervals
about the operations of the Federation.

3.2.2 Service Management & Responsibilities
As mentioned in previous deliverables, we have opted for the service management approach offered
by the FedSM project [16]. The different service components are enlisted in Table 6, indicating who is
responsible for each service component: Federator (fully centralized components) and/or Federation
members (decentralised components).
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Table 6: Service management & responsibilities

Federator “one‐stop‐shop model”

Federated testbed members

Service management processes (for main Federation service type)
Design & transition of new
or changed services

Development of new centrally managed service components, and
upgrading existing service components

Service level management
(SLA / OLA)?

Agreeing and monitoring OLAs with Federation members (testbeds)

Service reporting

Reporting mechanism to its stakeholders (EC, Federation members
(testbeds), customers). This will for instance comprise an overview of
the KPIs and as potential extension a reputation system.

Service availability &
continuity management

Managing availability of centrally managed services (e.g. first level
support, portal, tools)

Financial management
(budgeting, accounting,
charging) for services

Management of internal and external funding,
Follow‐up of budget & accounting

Capacity management

SLA management with end customers

Managing availability of services to be offered in accordance with
the agreed OLA (e.g. experiment control)

Managing availability of resources to be offered through the
Federation in accordance with the agreed OLA, and to meet demand
(experimenter requests)

Information security
management

Required for authentication

Needs to be managed at testbed level

Incident & service request
management

Outage of testbeds should be reported to the Federator.
User service requests should be reported to the Federator where
important to the full Federation.

Restore service operation as agreed within OLA.
Set up of a local incident management system.
Follow up of user requests

Issue management

Coping with issues occurring at federated facilities

Part of the incident management system. Should be reported to the
Federation when problems keep occurring.
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Configuration management

Management of APIs and software components (incl. updates and
new features in tools provided by the Federator) required to ensure
service offering (resources, other services) through the Federator.

Change management

Management of adaptations to local components in order to
guarantee service offering through the Federation

Release & deployment
management

Centrally managed software updates e.g. AM, portal, JFed, etc.

Local updates or tools managed by individual service providers

Continual service
improvements

Centrally managed services and tools offered by the Federator

Local managed services and tools

Consumer facing services / components
Provisioning of main
technical service

Centrally managed support system (first level), second level (forum,
guiding towards facilities for more detailed analysis)

Advise

Presenting an overview of the available testbeds, their resources and Detailed (complementary) advise on testbed specifications and
usage
services offered. Providing advise which testbeds would best suit
their experiments

Assignment of resources

Allocating resources to the experimenters. A broker model will be in
place.

Legal contracts

Management of contracts between Federation and facilities
(Federation Board).

Local legal advice and management

Billing and payments

Sending bills and follow‐up of payments (e.g. Open Calls, licences,
usage of Federator services, etc.)

Sending bills and follow‐up of payments for used resources and
services by the experimenters should be managed by the different
facilities

Platform for using services

Tools are offered to orchestrate some parts of the experiment. In
fact this will merely be a service catalogue of interconnected services
and tools offered by service providers.

Federation member facing services / components
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Communication of all issues relevant for the Federator: incidents,
maintenance periods, and usage statistics

Internal communications

Part of the FB and Federator to communicate towards its members
the status of the Federation (financial, operational, governance
issues, ...)

Internal mediation

Will be a task for the Federation Board to mediate between the
Federator and Federation partners when problems occur.

Promotion

Core business of the Federation to promote experimentation in
Europe and use the associated testbeds and their resources

Focus on local promotion of the value of Federator’s service offering
towards (potential) experimenters

Validation

Approving methodologies, policies and procedures

Adoption of methodologies, policies and procedures set by the
Federation

Facilitate technical
interoperation

Core business to develop APIs and components for testbeds to
become compliant

Local technical adaptations
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3.3 Financial model
In the following sections we consider the financial model for the Federator. We present a cost model
together with a model identifying the sources and mechanisms from which revenue to meet these
costs (and optionally to make a surplus) must be found.
The cost model shows that the minimum number of 4 FTE to operate the Federator is needed, rising
to 14 by 2020 given an optimistic growth forecast. The costs are dominated (estimated 67%) by
offering improved and enlarged services. The estimated costs for the Federator are between €1.6 M
for a minimal growth scenario, and approximately €4.4 M for an optimistic growth scenario.
The revenue model is heavily influenced by the H2020 call for funding under the topic “Future Internet
Experimentation ‐ Building a European experimental Infrastructure” (ICT‐13‐2016). Under this funding
line, €10M is allocated for at least one very large collaborative project that would (among other things)
build upon the federation efforts already undertaken. The call also specifies that 50% of the funding is
to be allocated to experimentation‐related financial support to third parties.
Additional auxiliary models of revenue have been investigated as part of a hybrid approach that could
be available to ad‐hoc commercial experiments on demand.

3.3.1 Cost Model
This analysis builds upon the results presented in previous deliverable D2.12. A detailed analysis was
conducted on the total cost of ownership of the Federator and the different models for testbed
federation. In this section we furthermore focus on the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of the Federator,
split up between “investment” and “operational” cost, and indicating the evolution over the upcoming
years.

3.3.1.1 Investment
Cost for adding new facilities to the Federation
The Federation should be able to cope with change, thus dealing with facilities joining and leaving. An
estimation of effort has been made of the cost for adding new facilities to the Federation.
The effort is presented in Figure 2. Adding a facility of a type previously federated (e.g. facility offering
identical resources and running similar software components as current federated facilities) only
requires limited technical effort (some days) compared to a complete new type of facility (3 PM).
Including new testbeds into the tools and services from an area where already facility members are
available in the portfolio, but with alternative resource types and interfaces, requires about 1 month
of technical effort. The effort required for business development (promotion, meetings, contract
negotiation, etc.) is considered to be the same for all types of facilities (0,5 PM per new federated
facility). Scalability will play an important role in the future. As there are only a limited number of types
of facilities, and we consider that more facilities will adopt in the future standardized components and
APIs, more and more alternative and comparable facilities will join the Federation, thus with limited
effort to incorporate them.
Three scenarios are considered: “slow”, “realistic” and “optimistic” testbed adoption rate. This can be
seen in the right hand side of Figure 2, e.g. the estimated yearly adoption rate for a new type of facility
varies between every 4 years up one to each year (lowest graph).
The yearly costs for the Federator to include those facilities ranges between 30k, 60k and 105k euro
for the three scenarios respectively, spent by the Federator on technical support for integrating new
facilities into the current software tools (58%) and business support (42%).
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Estimated testbed
adoption rate

Cost for adding new testbed facilities to the federation
Support tools &
components
Comparable facility

Promotion & business
support

Same type, alternative
facility
Slow
Realistic

New type of facility

Optimistic
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One‐time effort to include a new facility for the Federator (PM)
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Yearly number of new
federated facilities

Figure 2: Cost for adding new facilities to the Federation

Financing the Federation of new facilities
As the integration of facilities is key to the value proposition of the Federation, budget from the
Federator could be allocated to some facilities for absorbing the internal costs for becoming compliant
to the APIs.
There are four categories defined for testbeds to integrate into the Federation. Each type requires a
different set of requirements and thus amount of effort from the testbed side. The technical effort
needed to join the Federation was estimated by the different facilities in the previous deliverable
D2.12. Based upon more recent information and discussions, the average technical effort (and thus
related financial effort) required from each testbed per Federation category to comply with the
requirements (see D2.7 for the technical specifications [18]) can be found below:
●
●
●
●

“associated”: 1 day
“light”: 1 week
“advanced, type B”: 2 to 4 weeks
“advanced, type A”: 2 to 6 months

Obviously it would not make sense to support testbeds that want to become associate or light partners
in the Federation due to the limited amount of effort for them versus the benefits they receive.
We indicated in the previous section (Figure 2) the yearly estimated adoption rate of federated
testbeds. It would make sense to provide financial support to some of these facilities in order to
persuade them to join the portfolio of federated testbeds. Several criteria can be taken into account
when deciding to which testbed to give financial support: scarcity of resources (hardware resources,
software components, staff, etc.), lack of competence, new innovative testbeds, etc. The evaluation
and selection of the testbeds to fund is part of the policies defined at governance level.
We should foresee budget to integrate maximum 4 type A testbeds, as this process requires the most
effort from the testbeds. We would propose to cover 50% of their effort. The maximum yearly budget
for subsidizing the facility integration would thus amount to 80k euro.
●

“advanced, type A”: average of 4 months * 4 testbeds * 50% = 80k euro at 10k euro per staff
month
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Improved and enlarged service offering
The current service portfolio includes a nice amount of tools for supporting the experimenter. Based
upon updated and improved technologies, and customer demand (testbed and experimenters), new
features and functionalities for available tools and new tools could be introduced in order to maintain
and improve customer experience.
Therefore, additional yearly budget needs to be foreseen that could be spent based upon the need at
that moment. This decision should be stipulated in the yearly investment plan and approved at by the
Federation Board. The rules for allocating this budget will be defined in the government policies.
The yearly budget for software development and updates is estimated, based upon internal
discussions, at 2 dedicated FTE (at 100k per year). Financially this amounts to around 200k euro per
year.

3.3.1.2 Operational cost
Cost for supporting existing facilities
The results in this section represent the minimum effort needed to sustain the current group of
facilities in the Federation, and a maximum of about 100 experiments per year. The effort, estimated
in full time equivalents (FTE) per year, is split up in four categories: support for tools and components
for the facilities, technical support towards experimenters, promotion and business support, and
management of the Federation Board and Federator.
The results, as presented in D2.12, can be seen in Figure 3 below. In total we estimate (based upon
current experience) that for the different categories presented above, 4 FTE per year, spread out over
a number of people, should be sufficient to run the Federation. Note that this is for the current set of
facilities (by the end of the project), and with a maximum of 100 experiments a year.

Figure 3: Cost for supporting the existing number of facilities and experiments
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When considering that the Federation is open to new facilities and should grow in the future to
incorporate more resources and cope with more experiments, more business support and promotion
activities will be planned. This will affect the above presented manpower, as additional effort will be
required to keep the Federator operational for the different activities (tool support, technical support
towards experimenters, promotion, and management). This can be seen in Figure 4 below, where we
consider the increase in number of facilities (as related to the above presented scenarios) and
experiments.
16

Optimistic

Yearly number of FTE required
to operate the Federator

14

Realistic

12

Slow

10

Minimal

8
6
4
2
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Years
Figure 4: Yearly number of FTE required to keep the Federation operational

3.3.1.3 Overview & evolution
In the figures below we present an overview of the different aspects considered above in the cost
model. Figure 5 indicates the investments and operational costs of the realistic scenarios. The
distribution in yearly investments into the Federation can be seen on the right hand side: effort by the
Federator for adding new facilities (software changes and support), financing specific testbeds to
become integrated into the Federation, and investments in service improvements and extensions. This
cost is considered to be steady over the different years. The operational costs, as presented above,
evolve depending on the number of new testbeds and increased number of experiments.
Figure 6 shows the required funding for the Federator and Federation Board, including thus investment
and operational costs. 2016, the end of the Fed4FIRE project, is the reference year. The jump from
2017 indicates the start of the investment costs and related rise of operational cost thanks to the
growth of the Federation facility portfolio and number of experiments.
How these costs should be funded (e.g. financial contributions, subsidies, in kind, licences, etc.) and by
whom is discussed in the next section.
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Yearly number of FTE required
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Operational cost evolution (realistic scenario)
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Figure 5: Cost evolution over the next 4 years (realistic scenario)
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Figure 6: Required budget over the upcoming years (2016 = reference year)

3.3.2 Funding and Revenue
This section discusses the funding issues faced by the different stakeholders involved in the service
offering of the Federation: Federator, the testbeds and the experimenters, and makes
recommendations to address these issues. This discussion is an extension of that presented in D2.12,
and integrates the proposed solutions in a consolidated funding and revenue model.
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3.3.2.1 Funding mechanisms for Testbed Facilities
Testbeds’ funding is currently tied to research project funding, and Fed4FIRE depends on the presence
of testbeds to be viable. Research funding is fine for the creation of testbeds, but if testbeds are to
continue after the research project that funds them other mechanisms for testbed funding need to be
provided, to enable their continued operation.
Testbeds could apply for structural funding to keep their facility operational when project funding
should run out. This should be on a case‐by‐case basis, where the facilities should argue their business
case, value within the FIRE community, Federation level to become part of the Federation, operational
model, usage results, etc. This way, relevant facilities could still be supported beyond project durations
within the FIRE community with relatively limited funds, which is cheaper than setting up new facilities.

3.3.2.2 Funding mechanisms for Federation Management
As most Federations and facilities rely heavily on public funding for covering their initial and recurring
investments (evidence presented in D2.12) and operational costs, funding bodies should consider how
longer‐term funding could be used for the continued operation of federations and testbeds (e.g.
special FIRE budget or calls, EC ESFRI funding [19], etc.). This would make the FIRE community more
stable and reliable in terms of service offering. Of course, an evidence‐based system should be in place
to control and report on the progress and continued relevance of the different funded actors.

3.3.2.3 Funding mechanisms for experimenters
Experimenters also rely (heavily) on public funding. Experimenters, funded as part of EC projects as
project partners or through open call mechanisms, should be able to use the different facilities of the
Federation.
Projects are funded by the EC to conduct innovative research. Within the current H2020 calls, a large
part of the funding must be allocated to experimentation. A clear procedure should be worked out
that, when experimentation is conducted during the project, the usage of existing FIRE facilities (next
to the ones in the project) should be stimulated and a money flow should occur towards the different
facilities for the use of their resources and services. A clear explanation on potential use of resources
should be stated from the start of the project in the proposal. The Federator should play an important
role as broker between the different projects and the FIRE facilities by selecting the appropriate
facilities, allocating resources, following up on resource usage, providing first and second level support,
supporting tools, etc. Part of the funding for using the different resources for experimentation should
be allocated to the Federator for covering its operational costs.
Another opportunity could be to reserve a certain amount of money for structural open call
mechanisms (run by a specific EC project or through the Federation) which are project‐independent,
but with restrictions, e.g. only use federated FIRE facility resources, show direct added value (e.g. for
SMEs) or are very innovative or scalable (e.g. for the academic community), etc. This way facilities
could be funded through a demand based model where experimenters make use of the broker
functionality and other services offered by the Federator, and the paid resources and added value
services of the facilities.
In all cases, Open Access experiments should still be possible free of charge to experimenters. These
are where the experimenter is not funded for experimentation, but resources are made available free
of charge to the experimenter.

3.3.2.4 Revenue from additional sources (non‐EC funding programmes)
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Additional revenue from other public sources
Other funding bodies may wish to invest in the Federation to allow researchers that they support to
access resources. In effect, they could bulk‐buy resources which researchers that they support would
then use. This would have the attraction for the experimenters that the resources would be free at
the point of use and administration costs would be lower. Account management functionality would
need to be provided by the Federator. The price charged by the federation could include a margin,
allowing a surplus to be made.
Additional revenue from experimenters
Direct commercial experimentation could be offered, in which the experimenters use their own money
to pay for use. The Federation could expect to charge a premium in excess of the cost of provision for
this sort of access, generating a surplus. This access mechanism might be very attractive for SMEs and
early adopters who want a low‐risk route to evaluating FIRE.
Access could be offered to academic experimenters wishing to do research that requires FIRE test
facilities that they do not have themselves, and have only sufficient money for ‘pay as you go’ access.
Being able to access the federated facilities by paying directly rather than by involving funding agencies
may be attractive to experimenters needing modest amounts of resource in an ad‐hoc manner. The
Federation could charge a premium for this type of access, but probably with a lower margin than for
purely commercial work.
Additional revenue from test facilities
Test facilities that are not funded by EC programmes could be expected to pay a membership fee to
the Federator. Different levels of membership could be defined, with varying fees and benefits.
As alternative for the monetary fee, facilities or service/tool providers part of the federation could
provide technical and if possible business support. The amounts and details should be part of the
governance agreement (e.g. based upon the number of resources, fixed amount per year, based upon
number of experiments through the federation, maintenance of their own services for the Federator,
etc.).

3.3.2.5 Consolidated Funding and Revenue Model
Our proposed model is shown below. Although we conclude that public funding is a pre‐requisite for
a successful FIRE federation, it is important to note that private revenue can play an important role in
the federation and can generate significant added value. For example, availability to ad‐hoc
commercial experimentation, while not a sustainable source of financing on its own, would increase
the reach, value and impact of the Federation. A hybrid funding model is therefore proposed in which
both public and private funding can combine. Figure 7 shows this model with the public and private
revenue streams.
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Figure 7: Overview of the presented funding model

The proposed model is based upon recommendations of the discussion above and deliverable D2.12.
The key recommendations are summarised below.
●

Publicly funded mechanisms will be necessary for federated Future Internet
experimentation.
● Testbeds highly rely on public funding, either coming from the EC (through project funding)
or from local funding bodies, fully or partially underwriting or subsidising the investments
and operations of the facilities.
● The revenue available from private sources for experimentation is insufficient to sustain
testbed facilities.
● Experimentation is driven by support from the EC or other publicly funded project financing.
● The use of currently available FIRE testbed facilities should be stimulated and supported
financially in a consistent manner. New facilities should only be supported when they add
new value to the FIRE community (new functionalities, innovations or offering additional
resources which are scarce today).
● As most testbeds started with project funding, mechanisms should be in place in order to
financially support those that are successfully in demand after the project ends.
● Facility providers should be stimulated to provide more homogeneous interfaces and APIs
(e.g. use of tool and service, resource recovery, etc.).
● A more professional approach of testbed management, including a cost‐based approach (e.g.
for tariffing purposes) should be demanded of each testbed facility.
● Overall the EC should be able to monitor its different stakeholders in more consistent
manner.
The hybrid model presented allows for revenue from sources other than EC funding programmes. With
sufficient core funding from EC programmes, the federation has the potential to attract revenue from
other funding bodies, from experimenters and test facilities. The federator could generate a surplus
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(income exceeding the cost of provision) which could be used to fund new developments or other
activities that do not directly generate income.
The proposed funding model is consistent with the current published funding plans for FIRE [6], but
also adds important elements.









A new proposal could be made under the topic “Future Internet Experimentation ‐ Building a
European experimental Infrastructure” (ICT‐13‐2016) that would meet the objectives of the
call to build on federation efforts already undertaken. This would correspond to arrow 1 in
Figure 7.
Test facilities could apply for funding under the same topic which calls for the creation,
reconfiguration or extension of at least three experimental facilities. This corresponds to
arrow 2.
Experimenters can receive funding under the same topic, since at least 50% of the funding
will be allocated to experimentation‐related support for third parties. This corresponds to
arrow 3.
The two arrows labelled 4 in Figure 7 relate to the possibility of funding facilities through
national, local and regional public bodies and through private funding. Attracting such
funding would add value to the federation and the objectives of ICT‐13‐2016.
The two arrows labelled 5 in Figure 7 relate to the possibility of funding experimenters
through national, local and regional public bodies and through private funding. Such users
would benefit from the value of the federation, widen its user base and provide additional
revenue.
The arrows labelled 6 represent revenue into the federation, some which flows on to the
test‐beds themselves in exchange for resources provided (arrow 7).
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3.4 Sustainability Model Summary
The following consolidates highlights from the sections above to provide a bird’s eye view for the sustainability model, presented in a “Business Model Canvas”
format from Osterwalder [33].
Table 7: Federation sustainability model summary towards experimenters
Key partners

Key activities

Value proposition

provide federated testbeds for experimentation  enable more robust
 offers a one‐stop shop for experimentation
applications and
for a variety of application/technology
services to market
domains
 choice, differentiation
 support and extend value‐added services and
and combination of
tools to further differentiate Federation
multi‐testbed
experiment
 integrate and grow experimentation
Technology, tools and
infrastructure
community around Federation
service providers:
 facilitated setup and
 create and manage a governance body
 maintain and extend
ease of access and
between testbeds (Federation)
value‐added
support to lower
Key resources
integrated services for
barrier of entry for
 testbed infrastructure and operations
Federation
experimentation and
 service/tool development, maintenance and
decrease research
integration knowhow and resources
Partnerships maintained
results, time‐to‐
primarily through mutual  communication and engagement campaign
market, etc.
for experimenters and partners
interest of expanded
 scalable and extensible
user communities for the  governance structure and management
for cutting edge
overhead
testbed facilities ‐ more
technology to maintain
customers, traffic.
competitiveness
Testbed operators:
 provide infrastructure
resources for
experiments and
extend Federation
capabilities

Customer relationships

Customer segments

 community building to focus on
growth and return experimenter
segments
 individual testbed campaign to
mirror Federation effort and focus
on specific experimenter segments
for that facility’s core focus
 integration with EC FIRE unit
strategy for consistency with FIRE
goals and funding model

branching segments with
experimentation needs:
 EU‐funded R&D projects
 academic organizations
and projects
 SMEs
 large industry

Channels
 communication campaign using
media channels and stakeholder
networks
 individual testbed engagement of
communities
 first and second level support from
Federation for active experiments

Technology and
experimentation scope
across stakeholders, e.g.:
 cloud computing
 smart cities
 IoT
 big data
 5G network tech.

Cost structure

Revenue streams

 Operational costs: supporting tools, technical support, management
 Investment costs: integration of new facilities, support for individual
testbeds, service improvement and extensions

 EU funding as primary financing of Federation, offset by local funding for testbeds when
available
 additional privately funded experimentation ad‐hoc
 potential consultancy and added‐value service to provide secondary revenue
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4 Conclusions, Recommendations & Next Steps
This section presents the conclusions of the deliverable in the form of a SWOT analysis, in order to
place the Fed4FIRE federation in the context of the environment it operates in. This is followed by key
recommendations derived from the analysis in the deliverable, and finally presents some next steps.

4.1 SWOT Analysis
This section contains a SWOT (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, Threats) analysis. This serves as a
partial summary of the features, benefits and disadvantages of Fed4FIRE at the current time, plus some
indications of situations or events that could cause problems. The threats section has been expanded
to include a risk analysis, which contains suggestions to lessen the likelihood or impact of the risks
identified.

4.1.1 Strengths
Position
Fed4FIRE is in a strong position to exploit its Federation capabilities into the future. Figure 8 shows the
current FIRE projects, and Fed4FIRE occupies a central position as the premier general purpose FIRE
Federation project in Europe, bringing together testbeds created in other projects.

Figure 8: FIRE projects [13]

Impact Potential
The project has a high impact potential. It has become the de‐facto European testbed Federation
project: to quote the second review report: “The project has already significant impact, having become
the reference point for all other FIRE projects and proposals and the de facto standard for Federation.”
Portfolio
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Fed4FIRE has a wide portfolio of testbed facilities, all accessible from the same point of access, thus
giving the experimenter a wide choice of tests possible via Fed4FIRE. Many innovative and popular
FIRE testbed facilities are currently part of the Fed4FIRE, either as founding project members,
federated through one of the Open Calls or on their own initiative.
Orchestration and Integration of Heterogeneous Facilities Within a Single Experiment
An important aspect of the Future Internet roadmap towards 2020 is integration of facilities to enable
advanced experiments to be conducted, involving combined heterogeneous test facilities. The
AmpliFIRE 2020 roadmap white paper states: “There is a growing need for integration e.g. integration
of multi‐purpose multi‐application wireless sensor networks with large‐scale data‐processing, analysis,
modelling and visualisation along with the integration of next generation human‐computer interaction
methods.” [14]. A key Fed4FIRE principle is that it can integrate heterogeneous experimental facilities
to enable complex experiments across multiple testbeds.
Open Access – Free at the Point of Use
Fed4FIRE is currently in the Open Access phase, meaning that it is free to use from the point of view
of the experimenter. This is a major benefit to researchers and industrial organisations without
significant financial resources. A major beneficiary can be SMEs, who often need testing facilities fast
and at minimal cost.
Potential for Expansion & Diversification
Because Fed4FIRE is a Federation, it is not tied to one application domain or discipline and supports
many already. By being open to, and providing infrastructure to simplify and encourage the new
experimental facilities joining, Fed4FIRE can grow and develop as experimental needs develop into the
future. Expansion and diversification is necessary into the future – the AmpliFIRE roadmap towards
2020 white paper emphasises this: “demands of researchers and experimenters serving those users
and developers are changing, requiring new experimental facilities and methods and tools for
experimentally‐driven research” [14]. Also: “To validate the research themes, federated experimented
facilities are required that are large‐scale and highly heterogeneous.” Fed4FIRE is in a good position to
encompass the new facilities as they become available, thus continuing to provide a relevant and
useful service to experimenters and a place for testbeds to meet users.
Ease of use of heterogeneous resources via wide deployment of Fed4FIRE RDD
The ontology‐based linked open data service for resource description and discovery (RDD) developed
within Fed4FIRE is a joint work with NSF GENI and since October 2015 is a community group within the
W3C. It has a very high potential impact on innovative experimentation both in FIRE and in 5G‐PPP
since not only RDD allows to discover semantically various resources including information about their
reservations and interconnectivity but also supports highly performant translation of different
ontologies. RDD was demonstrated to be operational.
Expertise in Federation Management
The Fed4FIRE project has provided its participants with expertise in the management of a federation
of testbeds. These participants are therefore in an ideal position to continue with the management of
a federation into the future. A notable examples of this experience is the experience that the project
has gained in the handling of open calls towards different target groups, together with the associated
management processes. These competences include administrative know‐how and follow‐up,
feedback procedure and analysis of the conducted experiments, communication with experimenters,
support mechanisms (e.g. forum), procedures specifically for each target group, etc., etc.
Expertise in Lowering Barriers to Experimenters
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The project has focused on decreasing the entry level for experimentation by simplifying the
registration procedures, offering easy to use tools, tutorials for teach testbed facility, an up‐to‐date
documentation and support system during experimentation. In addition, the partners within the
Fed4FIRE project have developed and gained a large expertise to decrease the entry barriers for
experimentation within FIRE through the development of tools and support to ease setup, running and
analysing experiments.
Extensive and Varied Experimenter Community
Many experiments have been conducted during the project (e.g. through Open Calls or Open Access),
and these have proven the need for a large and diverse technical Federation of testbeds and their
resources. The added value for the experimenters has also been demonstrated by the experimenters’
enthusiastic efforts to get acquainted with the tools, the resources and services. This community exists
today and are the flag‐bearers to other experimenters within and outside the FIRE communities for
showing the benefits of using the Federation for experimentation, providing user stories, community
support, contacts. In short, a community has arisen around the Fed4FIRE federation, whose critical
mass provides a strong incentive for other experimenters and also testbeds who are looking for users.

4.1.2 Weaknesses
Federation Expansion Barriers
Currently it is too costly for a testbed to become fully compliant – existing testbeds report between
0.5 and 4 person months to achieve the full compliance. This prevents ad‐hoc testbeds getting the full
benefit of the Federation and is a significant barrier to the Federation growing by adding new testbeds.
This must be addressed (e.g. by provision of tools and technical support – possibly financial
contributions as well) if the full potential of Fed4FIRE is to be realised.
Testbed Portfolio Could Become Irrelevant
This is a threat that is coupled to the weakness above that joining the Federation can be costly. If it is
too costly for new testbeds to join, the Fed4FIRE portfolio of testbeds may become out of step or
irrelevant with the current demands of experimenters.
Dependence on Public Funding
Fed4FIRE is publicly funded and the analysis of this Sustainability work has shown that FIRE
experimental support is likely to need public funding for the foreseeable future. A related weakness
concerns the dependency on public funding to sustain open access. The target users (researchers in
academia and industry) need testing resources on‐demand, quickly and cheaply, ideally free.
Dependence on public funding could be seen as a weakness as there is not a commercial opportunity,
but the same case can be made for the experimental support in FIRE as in the research it supports –
the research is by nature a step into the unknown with associated risks and benefits. Therefore,
commercial exploitation cannot be guaranteed, and hence the need for public funding. In addition,
any other FIRE Federation is likely to need public funding, so this is not an inherent weakness of
Fed4FIRE alone.
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4.1.3 Opportunities
Attracting New Experimenters and Facilities
This is the main opportunity, and a critical objective, for Fed4FIRE if it is to remain useful. Facilities and
experimenters may be from outside FIRE and Europe, and a future Fed4FIRE federation must be careful
not to ignore or be unaware of this large source of potential users and suppliers.
Meritocracy of Testbeds
The future FIRE portfolio of testbeds should consist of ones that are useful to the experimental
community. Fed4FIRE supports this through its portfolio of testbeds and the ability to grow and
develop as necessary. Going into the future, Fed4FIRE should employ and actively promote
mechanisms that support the testbeds that are most useful.
Exploitation of Experimentation as a Service
Through its tools and “one‐stop shop” approach, Fed4FIRE natively supports the “Experimentation as
a Service” concept, where the resources needed for an experiment can be acquired and accessed as
one package by the experimenter. Experimentation as a Service is seen as important in the future of
FIRE, so represents a clear opportunity for Fed4FIRE to capitalise on supporting it.
Funding Opportunities
The major funding opportunity if the upcoming EC H2020 RIA call for a large federation. It is obvious
that Fed4FIRE should participate in this call.

4.1.4 Threats & Risks
This section differs from the previous sections, in that it provides a set of threats (external events /
situations that could cause problems for the federation), and also a risk analysis in a tabular format so
as to provide insights in the likelihood and impact of risks, and contingencies to lessen the likelihood
or impact.
Testbed Funding
Testbed funding is currently tied to research project funding, and Fed4FIRE depends on the presence
of testbeds to be viable. Research funding is fine for the creation of testbeds, but if testbeds are to
continue after the research project that funds them other mechanisms for testbed funding need to be
provided.
Competition for Operational Funding
Any other Federation that applies for funding will be in direct competition to Fed4FIRE for that funding.
Legislative changes that affect the Federation
There may be changes in legislation that affect the federation. Watches must be kept to ensure that
the federation can react as necessary to any changes.
Risks
An analysis is made in Table 8 below indicating the risk, its potential impact on the project, estimation
of its probability to happen and strategy to minimize the effect when it occurs.
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Table 8: Risk analysis
Risk

Impact

Prob. Risk reduction

Contingency strategy

Lack of
experimenters

H

H

Business development
strategy for attracting new
experimenters (via EC
projects, local initiatives, etc.)

More branding and marketing
campaigns promoting the federation,
and its clear benefits for the
experimenters. This should be
executed at European and local level.

The Federator was
not selected for EC
ICT project funding

H

M

Proposal should be
compatible with applicable
funding mechanisms, and
consider most important
players within the domain

No long term EC
funding for existing
federated testbeds

M

H

Active participation in EC
H2020 project funding

No new testbeds
could be attracted

M

L

Discontinuation of
tool and service
support by external
service providers
Not all current
partners will
continue
participation in the
new federation

M

L

L

H

Continuous focus on
innovation
Business development
strategy for attracting new
testbeds
SLA agreements with service
providers
Invest in own service
developments
Continuous process of
attracting new testbed
providers into the federation
facility portfolio

Funding should come from its
stakeholders. A minimal operational
activity could be pursued at minimal
cost, sustaining the current activities,
with limited/no funding for
extensions.
Major Innovation projects within
testbeds will remain ad‐hoc (H2020)
project based, besides local (public)
funding if available. Focus must be
put on funded resource usage and
additional added‐value (consultancy)
services to cover at least operational
activities.
The value proposition towards
testbeds must be improved,
potentially supported with (some
minimal) funding

Resource scarcity

L

L

Continuous monitoring of
experimenter demand
Proactive search for new
resources
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Focus on tools that are supported by
the broader community and for
which developments and extensions
are provided
The federation portfolio might
reduce; how much will depend on
which partners (core vs small), type
of resources (scarce vs duplicated),
additional services offered, etc. Find
new testbeds to become federated.
Find new testbeds with the
appropriate resources or find
federated testbeds that are willing to
expand

4.2 Recommendations
This section describes the key recommendations from this final sustainability plan. Recommendations
are targeted at two main audiences: firstly there are recommendations to Funding Bodies concerning
how Future Internet experimentation is funded into the future, and secondly recommendations to the
future Fed4FIRE Federation on its sustainability and operation. The discussion below is grouped into
themes, and the recommendations to each audience is denoted in the text. In many cases a theme will
contain recommendations to both the Federation and also Funding Bodies.
Establish a Federator
We see a clear benefit for a Federator, which should be the broker between the experimenters and
testbeds. This Federator should play a central role within the FIRE testbed landscape, integrating
existing and new facilities, offering tools and services to lower the entry barrier for experimentation,
provide technical support, promoting experimentation throughout Europe, etc. The set‐up and
operation of this Federator should be a long‐term project, thus exceeding the current project call
terms.
Recommendations:


The Federation should initiate a long term operational Federation with a “Federator” broker
role to promote and support experimentation throughout Europe.

Stimulate current FIRE testbed facilities
The use of current available FIRE testbed facilities should be stimulated and supported financially in a
consistent manner. Approving the set up new testbed facilities should only be granted if they cover
real gaps in technologies and competences not present today, or when totally innovative solutions are
proposed. New developments, based upon experimenter demand and functionality improvements,
should still be stimulated in current infrastructures. The funding mechanism should be in place in the
long term, so as to provide the stability needed for experimenters to rely on the presence of specific
testbeds. This does not mean that the testbeds will all be funded long‐term. There will need to be
shorter term funding cycles, and testbeds should have to reapply for funding, in competition (based
on e.g. user and research demand, performance and usefulness metrics) with new ones that come out
of RIA collaborative projects. This means the set of testbeds will evolve as needed by the community
of users.
Recommendations:







Funding Bodies should allocate the appropriate sustainable (long term) funding scheme for
an evolving Federation of testbeds.
Funding Bodies should stimulate and support the use of currently available FIRE testbed
facilities. Only invest in new facilities, resources and services when covering gaps in
technologies and competences not present today, or when total innovative solutions are
proposed.
The Federation should provide procedures and appropriate funding mechanisms to
stimulate and support EC project use of external testbed resources (outside its project
partners).
Funding bodies should provide funding mechanisms for supporting relevant facilities
beyond the lifetimes of the projects that created them.
Funding Bodies should fund existing testbeds based on the testbeds’ usefulness to the
experimental community – those that are showing continued demand should be funded.

Standardisation
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Facility providers should be stimulated to become more standardized by implementing the minimal
set of common interfaces and APIs defined by the Federator. Existing testbeds should become
compliant with the Federation procedures, technical measures and terms and conditions, possibly with
some additional funding. Newly developed facilities, set up within EC projects, should take steps from
the start in order to become compliant by the end of the project. This way the federated FIRE facility
portfolio can grow in a consistent manner and can be used by a larger community of experimenters
outside the project scope, benefiting the sustainability of the different individual facilities.
Recommendations:




Funding bodies should require newly developed facilities funded within EC projects to
become federated before the end of the project in which they are created.
The Federation should provide a standard, minimal set of common interfaces and APIs to
enable new facilities to join the Federation easily.
Funding Bodies should provide mechanisms and rules for financially and administratively
supporting relevant existing facilities to become federated

Apply a cost‐awareness approach
Each testbed should be aware of its cost structure (investment, operations). A cost allocation
mechanism should be in place to know the cost for each resource (purchase, energy, software, etc.).
This could be used for defining tariffs to bill experimenters when using them. Resources should have
some cost to experimenters (financial or other mechanisms such as quotas), so experimenters place
value on the resources and do not believe they can have as much as they want. Some testbeds might
compete on a cost‐benefit basis. It is up to the experimenters to choose the infrastructure of their
liking. This will also stimulate testbeds to either invest in their infrastructure or become more lean and
professional.
Recommendations:




The Federation should recommend that experimental resources should have some cost
(financial or otherwise) to the experimenters associated with them, so as to ration
resources’ allocation to experimenters and also to enable testbed providers to compete on
price.
The Federation should encourage testbeds to operate as efficiently as possible. At the least,
this should mean that the testbeds understand their cost structures and operate in a
commercially‐focused manner.

Service‐ and customer oriented facilities
Most testbed facilities have started from an academic background, and are still managed in such a
manner. There is a need for a more service and customer oriented approach in operations. Each facility
should at least have basic governance policies and operational model, preferably supported by a
specific service management approach. Training and workshops could help provide the necessary
competences, supported by the appropriate tools. This could be offered for instance by the Federator
or a CSA project.

Recommendations:
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The Federation should provide training and support to testbed facilities for implementing a
customer‐oriented and service management approach, backed with basic governance
policies and operational model.

Monitor FIRE investment and strategy
Funding Bodies should start monitoring its different FIRE stakeholders in a more consistent manner,
even after projects end. This will lead to a better overview of the status of the testbed infrastructures
(e.g. number/type of users & experiments, funding, governance, etc.).
The Federator offers an added value service being in the middle between experimenters and testbeds.
It can help experimenters in choosing the appropriate infrastructures based upon their requests. This
could be based upon different parameters: technical requirements, availability of resources,
reputation of the testbeds, cost‐driven, etc. For testbeds it can be an additional source for attracting
new experimenters. For the EC the Federator could monitor the status of the FIRE testbed portfolio.
Recommendations:


The Federation and Funding Bodies should define a monitoring system to keep track of FIRE
experimentation, facility usage and governance, and gap analysis for future FIRE strategy.

Federation Funding Strategies
As discussed in Section 3.3, the future Federation’s funding may come from multiple sources, so any
financial or funding models adopted by the Federation must allow for any type of funding to be
accessed.
Recommendations:


The Federation should adopt a funding mechanism that does not preclude any source of
funding (commercial, public, EC etc). Indeed, the Federation should actively encourage
funding from a variety of sources.

4.3 Next steps
Action points Project with ICT‐13
The most actionable step for gaining new funding for keeping the Federation ongoing is through the
next H2020 ICT‐13 call.
Get a more clear insight in the real experimentation market in Europe
We should get a clearer sight on how much is currently spent internally or externally on testbeds in
each tech/domain/user type. The total market value of a domain only shows the relative magnitude
of the industry behind it. We could derive from the many H2020 projects are active in each domain,
how much experimentation could use a FIRE testbed. This would provide a high level insight in the EC
project market.
From internal experiments, we could estimate the average cost or funding of an experiment. Based on
questionnaire results from the running calls and use of open access, we could estimate how demand
changes between funded and unfunded experiment calls, and try to forecast how much experiments
could come from the private market on top of the EC market size.
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Set up an interactive discussion with the EC
In order to discuss the above mentioned recommendations, an interactive discussion should be set up
with the EC. This discussion should consider the bigger picture incorporating different aspects: funding
models for all stakeholders (Federation, testbeds, experimenters), focus of project calls, technical
goals, long term strategy of FIRE, etc.

4.4 Future work
As we continue to learn and gather new insights and results from other FIRE projects and the project’s
reviews, our work plan can be altered to react to these changes and opportunities.
Figure 9 presents the plans for the upcoming deliverable for this task 2.3 on sustainability. In the next
and final deliverable (due M48) we will present the results from the evaluation of the “sustainability
year”. There is a cooperation and link with Task 2.4 in relation the Federation Board.
Final sustainability plan

Second sustainability plan
•
•
•

•
•
•

Value proposition
Description of services and
service components
First evaluation of potential
business scenario

M30

M10
D2.3

•

Market analysis
Strategy: value proposition
Sustainability: governance,
operational and funding model
Achievements and
recommendations

D2.6

D2.12

M48
D2.10

D2.11

M38

M25
First sustainability plan

Third sustainability plan

Sustainability report

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Definitions of federation and
sustainability
Listing of relevant stakeholders
Potential services offered by the
federation
Business scenarios
Evaluation criteria

•
•

The need to sustain
Value proposition &
service offering
Total cost of ownership for
Federator and testbeds
Potential funding scenarios

Evaluation of the first
“sustainable” year

Figure 9: Steps towards the upcoming deliverables
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Appendix A: Current experimenter demand
Before we want to analyse where to move towards, we need to get a good insight in the current
experimentation demand. We took a look at all submitted open call proposals from the start up to
now. We tried to relate them to the testbeds and technologies used, and allocated them to an
application domain. In total over 120 proposals were considered, spread out over 5 calls, of which 3
were specifically focused towards SMEs. When looking at the distribution of lead partners for the
proposals (academia (universities), research institutions (independent facilities, could be related to a
company), SMEs and Industry), SME requests were high, even for the open call targeted to all partners.
The statistics are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Overview of lead‐partner categories across the Fed4FIRE open calls

Partners \ Calls
Academia
Industry
Research Institution
SME
Total

A.

Call 1
14
8
12
21

Call 2
5
1
3
10

SME1

SME2

SME3

12

30

12

Total
19
9
15
85

55

19

12

30

12

128

Facility demand

In order to get a grasp on the demand per testbed, we analysed the number of times a facility was
requested during the calls. The spread over the different calls can be seen in Figure 10. Certainly for
Call 1 and 2, more than one testbed is/was selected, as this was one of the core requests. It can be
seen that large discrepancies can be detected between the different facilities, where most demand
was for iMinds’ Virtual Wall & w‐iLab.t, PlanetLab, SmartSantander and BonFIRE. NITOS, Bristol
(OFELIA), i2Cat (OFELIA) and Fuseco are also doing well.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 present the number of times each testbed was chosen in an Open Call proposal,
split up by Open Call and by type of user, respectively.
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Figure 10: Facility demand split up between the different Open Calls

Figure 11: Facility demand split up per type of experimenter

B.

Technology & domain demand

We have allocated the different proposals into four technology categories: cloud computing, wireless,
wired and OpenFlow. This categorization follows the structure of the Fed4FIRE testbeds presented on
our website http://www.fed4fire.eu/testbeds. There was a significant higher number of experiments
requests for wireless and wired networks, followed by cloud and finally openflow. For some proposals,
multiple domains were selected.
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Figure 12: Technology demand during the Open Calls

We have allocated the different proposals also into 7 domain categories. These domains cross
technology areas and reflect the application domain.
The 7 categories are as follows:








IoT solutions (outside scope of smart cities)
Smart cities applications
Media related applications and services
Big Data analysis
Applications / services: all other than applications mentioned for the domains above e.g. for
scalability testing, ...
Network solutions e.g. topology testing, new algorithms, SDN
Others

The results can be seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14 where the demand per domain is shown split up
between different types of Open Calls and types of experimenters, respectively.
Looking at the application domains, main requests were for specific network experiments, and
application and service testing, followed by smart cities. Some others domains were not very
demanded such as IoT and big data, but this can be explained by the lack of facilities and services to
support these experiments.
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Figure 13: Domain demand split up between the different Open Calls

Figure 14: Domain demand split up per type of experimenter

C.

Geographical distribution

An overview of the proposals per country is presented in Table 10. Most proposals were submitted by
Spanish partners. Italy, Greece and Belgium follow at great distance.
The project also received submissions from partners outside the EU: USA, Brazil & Israel (1 proposal
from each country).
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Table 10: Geographic overview of the Open Call proposal leads
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Spain

35

Italy

17

Greece

16

Belgium

14

Germany

7
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Appendix B: Market analysis
In order to be able to define a strategy for the future we must first analyse the different potential
domains, target groups and geographic areas to focus on.

D.

Domains

In this section we analyse some of the domains that will be of greatest significance to the FIRE
community in terms of the overall market potential and the expected opportunities that they present
for federated test facilities. This list is not exhaustive, and the figures to assess market size are derived
from external sources. For each domain we present a technology assessment; some description of
market size and potential; the likely challenges face by the sector and what could be achieved by
experimentation; and what services a federated network of facilities could offer.

I.

Cloud Computing

Technology
Assessment

Cloud computing is characterised by seemingly infinite, on‐demand capacity,
elasticity, isolation from other users, no capital or maintenance costs, access
from anywhere..

Market Size and
Potential

Large global market that supports many user types.
Global SaaS software revenues are forecast to reach $106 billion in 2016,
increasing 21% over projected 2015 spending levels. A Goldman Sachs study
published in the last quarter of 2015 projects that spending on cloud
computing infrastructure and platforms will grow at a 30% CAGR from 2013
through 2018 compared with 5% growth for the overall enterprise IT.
By 2018, 59% of the total cloud workloads will be Software‐as‐a‐Service (SaaS)
workloads, up from 41% in 2013. Cisco is predicting that by 2018, 28% of the
total cloud workloads will be Infrastructure‐as‐a‐Service (IaaS) workloads
down from 44% in 2013. 13% of the total cloud workloads will be Platform‐as‐
a‐Service (PaaS) workloads in 2018, down from 15% in 2013. (Cisco [20]).
Public IT cloud services spending will reach $56.6 billion in 2014 and grow to
more than $127 billion in 2018, according to a new forecast from International
Data Corporation (IDC). This represents a five‐year compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 22.8%, which is about six times the rate of growth for the
overall IT market. In 2018, public IT cloud services will account for more than
half of worldwide software, server, and storage spending growth. (Forbes [21])

Challenges and what
experimentation can
offer

Challenges for applications that are to be deployed in a cloud computing
environment include scale, security, performance, robustness, ease of
maintenance.
There is a specific call in the next H2020 ICT‐13 call.
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Specific service and
value offering

This market is mature with numerous large players offering services and the
potential for existing applications to move to the cloud, and for new
applications to be developed.
These mainstream services rarely provide the levels of monitoring and
observability that an experimental facility can provide, and may constrain
users in terms of VM configuration. Experimenting with the real thing is
therefore not easy. Test facilities that offer cloud computing application to be
run in situations that allow measurement, monitoring and isolation from
threats could be valuable.

II.

Internet of Things

Technology
Assessment

IoT is a convergence of many technologies that allows a massively distributed
and interconnected network of devices, sensors, machines and products.
Estimates vary for the number of connected devices in the future. OECD
estimates 50 billion devices connected to mobile networks by 2020, while IDC
puts the figure at 29.5.

Market Size and
Potential

Forbes assessment of the market is that IoT has a total potential economic
impact of $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion a year by 2025. The McKinsey Global
Institute (MGI) estimates that at the top end, that level of value—including
the consumer surplus—would be equivalent to about 11 percent of the world
economy.
According to IDC, the IoT market will expand from $665 billion in 2014 in
2015to $1.7 trillion in 2020, growing at a CAGR of 16.9%. Devices,
connectivity, and IT services will make up the majority of the IoT market in
2020. Together, they are estimated to account for over two thirds of the
worldwide IoT market in 2020, with devices (modules/sensors) alone
representing 31.8% of the total.
According to MGI, the factory will be where the greatest impact will be
experienced, with between $1.2T and $3.7T of benefits predicted.
(Forbes [22], McKinsey [23], IDC [24])

Challenges and what
experimentation can
offer

Challenges for IoT applications are scale, robustness, security and
performance. Applications could involve devices numbering many millions,
distributed anywhere on the planet. Experimentation can offer the
opportunity to simulate the types of configurations of interest to developers
so that performance and robustness can be investigated.

Specific service and
value offering

The key features are probably scale and diversity, together with control and
observability. An experimenter could set up a network and attach devices to
use in an experiment, but this would either be a one‐off or require frequent
changes and hence investment in time and money.
Security is a major factor here. Experimenters may regard the real internet as
being exposed to threats and the secure environment of test facilities may be
attractive.
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III.

Big Data

Technology
Assessment

There is a huge amount of hype around big data. IBM estimates that data is
being collected globally at the rate of 2.5 x 1015 bytes per day and that 90% of
all data has been generated in the last two years.

Market Size and
Potential

IDC predicts the global Big Data and Analytics market will reach $125 billion in
hardware, software and services revenue in 2015. The professional services‐
to‐technology ratio will also increase 25% this year, due to increasingly
complex system configurations and enterprise‐wide solutions. (Forbes [25]

Challenges and what
experimentation can
offer

Challenges in big data include storage, transmission and data curation of raw
data. In addition, there are immense challenges in extracting value from the
data and developing software that can do this. FIRE may be a suitable vehicle
for experimentation in the area of software to turn data into information, if it
can offer experimental facilities combining storage and distributed
processing.

Specific service and
value offering

Test facilities with large (huge) amounts of storage would seem attractive to
experimenters, together with the ability to generate big data (or simulate its
generation), access and process it. Actual data sets might be useful assets to
offer.
We may need to differentiate from long‐term storage, best left to the likes of
EUDAT. Scale for us is important so as to simulate real‐time conditions for the
period of experimentation.
FIRE may have a strong point focusing on publications based on open data,
fuelling further publications on same data, perhaps combined.

IV.

Smart Cities

Technology
Assessment

The area has been driven from the technology side by mobile and distributed
computing, sensors and networking. Demand for the advanced solutions has
come from the public at large, which has become used to everything and
everyone being on‐line all the time.

Market Size and
Potential

The global Smart Cities Market is forecast to grow from $411.31 billion in 2014
to $1,134.84 billion by 2019, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of
22.5% during the forecast period 2014‐2019.
Benefits in this sector can be gained both by citizens and by service, utility and
infrastructure providers. As well as measurable economic benefits, there may
be less tangible societal benefits. (PR Newswire [26])

Challenges and what
experimentation can
offer

As with other sectors, the challenges are to do with scale and complexity of
the applications. Real life experimentation is difficult and expensive. There are
likely to be opportunities for small players to develop niche applications.

Specific service and
value offering

Facilities that can allow testing of applications at suitable scale, and with
configurable conditions (e.g. the ability to simulate massive increases in
network traffic as may happen in the event of a major incident).
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V.

Media –CDNs

Technology
Assessment

Content Delivery Networks (CDN) have emerged due to the massive demand
for content. The networks consist of distributed nodes connected by multiple
high‐bandwidth connections.

Market Size and
Potential

The Content Delivery Networks (CDN) Market is estimated to grow from
$3.71billion in 2014 to $12.16 billion by 2019, at a Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) of 26.3% from 2014 to 2019. In terms of regions, NA is expected
to be the biggest market in terms of revenue contribution while Asia Pacific
(APAC) is expected to experience increased market traction with high CAGRs,
in due course. (Marketwatch [27])

Challenges and what The challenges for CNDs are in designing the network to meet current and
experimentation can future demand. Coping with demand peaks and balancing this with the cost of
offer
deployment are key issues. Therefore, test facilities that allow different
scenarios to be simulated and evaluated will be of value. Facilities offering
configurable networking and storage will be of value to experimenters.
Specific service and
value offering

VI.

Test facilities are needed that are physically distributed or that can simulate
physical distribution of nodes, together with simulation of network
unreliability.

5G R&D

Technology
Assessment

Development is driven by regional, national and international wireless carrier
initiatives. 5G networks are expected to utilize a variety of spectrum bands,
ranging from established cellular bands to millimetre wave frequencies. 5G
standardization activities are expected to commence between 2015 and
2016.

Market Size and
Potential

5G R&D and trial investments will account for nearly $5 billion by 2020,
following a CAGR of nearly 40% over the next 5 years. Nearly 70% of these
investments will target large scale commercial trial networks in Japan, South
Korea and other pioneering countries. There is a commitment of €50m from
EC to deliver mobile 5G by 2020. (PR Newswire [28])

Challenges and what
experimentation can
offer

Challenges are use of spectrum, antennae design, dealing with small cells and
interference.

Specific service and
value offering

Real or simulated configurable networks and simulation of large networks.
This is a very important FIRE market for the future, but is still under
development.

E.

There is a specific call in the next H2020 ICT‐13 call for testbeds.

Users

It is clear that there exists no such thing as “the experimenter” [29]. Experimenters coming from
different backgrounds are likely to have different needs and demands. For example, the needs (in
terms of available technologies, tools, security, confidentiality, stability, documentation, ...) of a PhD
researcher using FIRE facilities for long‐term academic research are likely different from the needs of
an SME looking at the use of experimental infrastructures for pre‐market scalability test of a product
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to be released on the market very soon. Then again, even if experimenters share the same background,
it is clear that this does not mean that they will have identical demands. As such the goal is to identify
the user requirements, market size and potential, challenges and opportunities for experimentation,
and what the Federator can offer in terms of value and services.

I.

Academia

User
requirements

Academic users mainly focus on complex experiment set‐ups, with possibilities to
combine different technologies and locations. They want to keep control of the
whole experiment life cycle, from set‐up up till analysis, mainly due to specific
requirements and implementations. They want the ability to change, adapt and
keep control of the experiment and monitor its outcome.
The time aspect for experiments is mainly longer term, as they focus on PhD
research. This user group is may have a need for recurring experiments.
In terms of planning, a best effort service is in most cases enough as the
execution of the experiments is less time‐dependent. Sometimes more strict
deadlines can be required (e.g. publications, internal research projects, etc.)
Future requirement [30]
 stable testing environment
 Sufficient flexibility
 Occasional custom modification

Market size &
potential

The academic community in Europe is big, however experimentation is
conducted mainly at local sites, on local (ad‐hoc) test infrastructures. Therefore,
it has potential to grow with the necessary promotion.

Challenges &
what can
experimentation
offer to this user
group





Focus on academic research & output (publications)
Long term innovation (5Y)
Testing and validating hypotheses, new methodologies, new technologies

Specific service &
value offering by
the Federator





Heterogeneous portfolio of testbeds and their resources
Unified tools and services for multi‐testbed experimentation
Specific technical support
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II.

Education

User
requirements

The use of experimentation in education could be an important addition to the
current curriculum for universities and other education facilities. Different levels
of experimentation are possible e.g. the users can be relatively unaware of the
experiment behind exercises by making use of enablers [31] which “hide” the
technical implementation behind it, present pre‐defined experiment set‐ups
which can run with multiple users simultaneously in a class room set‐up
supported by easy‐to‐use tools (e.g. JFed), more difficult experiments for
enhanced classes with more technical challenges, etc.
The following user requirements can be defined:






Easy (guaranteed) resource reservation in (different) facilities
Fast experimentation control
Large number of simultaneous users
Repeatability of experiments
Tool support & usability (small learning curve)

Market size &
potential

When these enablers could be exploited for technical courses, as was proposed
in the FORGE project, this could result in an important potential market for
testbed resource reservation.

Challenges &
what can
experimentation
offer to this user
group

The FORGE project can be seen as an example of this potential, but also of the
challenges that still exist.
Experimentation infrastructure can be used for demonstrating technical network
aspects e.g. delay, latency, redundancy, etc. The potential lies in standardized
exercises and courses created by academic or educational facilities, through
enablers or via tools that connect to the federated testbed resources for
executing the experiments.
However, it will be difficult to manage, depending on the size and timing of the
courses. It will need a specific planning and reservation system in order to
guarantee the execution.

Specific service &
value offering by
the Federator






Resource reservation system
SLA management
Tools available for easy experiment set‐up
Standardized APIs for testbed resource recovery and reservation
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III.

Research projects

User
requirements

Research projects e.g. H2020 framework, local funding programs, etc. are
conducted mostly in 2 to 4‐year period. The timing of the valorisation potential of
their technical innovations is mid to long term. This concept is in line with
academic user research, however is more time‐constrained and could require
more blocked resource reservations over a longer period.
These projects may require






Market size &
potential

Challenges &
what can
experimentation
offer to this user
group

Within the FP7 and H2020 ICT framework projects [6], FIRE facilities have been
used. In nearly all cases, the testbeds where experiments were conducted were
part of the project. Both the European Commission and national authorities
should stimulate the use of FIRE testbeds and services available today in a more
consistent manner.






Specific service &
value offering by
the Federator

complex experiment set‐up, possibly combining different technologies
ability to change, adapt, keep control of the experiment
having the possibility of integrating new components into the testbed(s)
[32]
a large set of resources
time constraints where planning needs to be incorporated (e.g. for
demos, conferences, etc.), but mainly resource reservation can be a best
effort service






Within FIRE, testbed infrastructure is available, and should be stimulated
to be (re)used
Integration with new technologies and services
Testing innovations on a larger scale (in terms of reliability, scalability,
redundancy, etc.)
Need for quota system for the project duration
Implementing a remuneration system for testbed resource consumption
by the research projects.
Easy to use testbed resources and tools could be used on a large scale
basis by many researchers
Research project funding could flow back to the testbeds for usage which
will stimulate sustainability of the individual facilities
Presenting a solution for each research project concerning the most
appropriate resources and services for their problem
Offering of advanced reservation with minimal guarantees (SLA) (e.g. for
large scale experiments, meetings or demos)
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IV.

SME

User
requirements

SMEs require easy to use tools with low learning curve when conducting
experiments. Mostly their experiments are short term, with restricted financial
resources and limited time to get acquainted with the tools and services.
Therefore, their requirements include






Market size &
potential

high usability of tools (short learning curve)
business and technical support for defining the most appropriate set‐up,
and help with running and analysing the experiments
mostly (very) short term experiments, with limited number of resources
(not always requiring multiple testbeds)
repeatability of experiments: correctness of results when executed
multiple times
data protection

The SME market size is substantial in Europe. However, most SMEs never
conduct experiments (due to own strategy, or unaware of the possibilities and
benefits) or they execute their test on their own limited infrastructure. This
market could increase with the correct marketing strategy, presentation of the
potential of experimentation for their company (e.g. reliability testing, scalability,
fault detection, user interaction, etc.) and services offered (technical and
business support).
There is in some way “competition” with other European funding frameworks
such as FI‐PPP[4] and EIT‐ICT [5], but FIRE could differentiate its service offering
compared to the previously mentioned frameworks in terms of technical
expertise, complex setups and use of heterogeneous technologies.

Challenges &
what can
experimentation
offer to this user
group

According to the analysis conducted in the AmpliFire project [30], the following
challenges are still ahead:






Lack of awareness: few SMEs know about the opportunities that
experimentation could bring to their business
Value of knowledge: need of adequate support offered by the facilities or
research institutes, possibly aligned to the facilities. Few SMEs have the
knowledge to set up, run and analyse experiments on their own
Priority of testing: in most cases this is not a priority for SMEs, certainly
within ICT where time is money and getting the product to market should
be as fast as possible
Value of funding mechanisms: the use by SMEs would increase if
appropriate budgets (facility‐use including consultancy) could be allocated
to support testing activities
Friction between academia and industry: what is considered as innovation
by SMEs is not always that innovative for testbed facilities (e.g. scalability
testing). Service‐minded approach is demanded.

From a technical perspective, FIRE seems to offer possibilities for most of the
SME requests of those interviewed. However, there still seems to be room for
more innovative testing facilities (4G, 5G, …)
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Specific service &
value offering by
the Federator








V.

Short term experiments require a short selection and set‐up procedure
Easy to use tools and services
Possibility for repeated experiments e.g. same experiment setup,
dedicated machines, ….
Integration of equipment in existing testbeds
Offering of technical and business support: business support for set‐up of
the experiment, first (dashboard) and second level (detailed technical)
support
Possible consultancy offered by the different facilities (experiment as a
service).

Industry

User
requirements

Industry has a specific set of requirements when conducting experiments. Trust
and result protection (related to IPR and competitor advantages) is of utmost
importance to them, next to duplication and repeatability of experiments.
Therefore, these players are sometimes reluctant to use other experimentation
facilities than their own dedicated (or temporary ad‐hoc) infrastructure.

Market size &
potential

Industry, and mainly their research facilities, is a potential market to focus upon,
however it is not easy to attract them for experimentation within FIRE. Several
big industry partners have experience in EC projects. Those unfamiliar with FIRE
should be approached to indicate the benefits of the available infrastructure

Challenges &
what can
experimentation
offer to this user
group

In industry it is normal to create a testbed in‐house and the let it “die” after your
internal project. When it comes closer to a product/service, closer to a market, it
is natural that further testing will only be done in‐house due to security and
product/market protection due to competition. Dedicated internal testbeds are
thus mainly established for a specific purpose in time: experimenting with
(beyond) state of the art. It is for them natural to see testbeds die that are not
sustainable or from their point of view they are “not state of the art”. [29]
Big industry has an interest to set up (specific) open testbeds for all market
stakeholders to use e.g. to define, test and set new (industry) standards, which
will benefit the whole industry sector in that area. [29]

Specific service &
value offering by
the Federator








Industrial players taking part in projects and experimentation as research
institute could be seen in the same light as academic partners, where
more focus is put on (very) long term innovations instead of short‐mid
term product testing.
Tools and services that support repeatability of experiments
Indicate to big industrial players that it is better to use existing FIRE
infrastructures than to set up its own internal testbed infrastructure (in
terms of cost/benefit analysis)
Look at opportunities to cooperate (e.g. integrating industry technology
in existing testbeds)
Provide manners for data security
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F.

Geographical focus

Within Europe, FIRE has accrued a lot of technical expertise in the field of experimentation. With
respect to the US there has been close cooperation with GENI, where APIs, tools and resources are
currently shared, and interactive collaborative workshops are organised. Internationally, there was
already interaction with Korea within the project (KOREN testbed included in the facility portfolio), and
participation and initial FIRE experimentation conducted during a workshop in China.
In the upcoming years more focus must go to a global cooperation. This was explicitly stated in the
new H2020 ICT‐13 call where “concrete cooperation and cross‐fertilisation between European and
international initiatives in experimentally‐driven research as a first step towards a wider collaboration
with US, Japan, Brazil and South Korea.” is foreseen.
These markets are all very big, and focus should be put on collaboration and exchange of expertise and
competences, tools and services, testbed facilities and experimenter communities.
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